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RWANDA FISH CULTURE (696-0112) - FORMATIVE EVALUATION 

A shared concern of the Government of Rwanda (GOR) and AID is to 
promote increased food production to keep pace with Rwanda's rapidly 
growing population. While the focus is necessarily on increasing the 
production of staple grain and tuber crops, the GOR is also giving 
priority to maximizing the potential of fish culture and fisheries in 
Rwanda. Given the scarcity of range lands, fish culture presents an 
attractive alternative to livestock production as a source of nutritious 
food while using relatively little land. Fish is nutritionally 
equivalent to meat as an important source of protein, calories and 
essential minerals. 

There is a tradition of fish culture in Rwanda dating from the 
1940's. The primary constraint to increasing produ~tion levels, which 
have gen~rally remained marginal over the years, is the lack of effective 
fanner training in the techniques of fish culture. The GOR initially 
approached AID in October 1977 about assistance in supporting a national 
fish culture program based on a viable extension service. Negotiations 
flagged on the question of Peace Corps participation until the project as 
presently designed was authorized by AID in September 1981. It was agreed 
that Rwandan mQnii~~r~_Ei~~l~Ql~~ (fish culture extension agents) could 
be trained to function effectively without supplementary support from 
Peace Corps Volunteers. As stated in the Project Paper (PP), the project 
is directed towards the dual goals of increasing the availability of 
nutritious food for rural families in Rwanda and increasing the incomes 
of participating families. The purpose of the project is to develop a 
fish culture extension service which can provide the assistance and 
advice required by Rwandan families to: (1) bring back into production 
and effectively manage at least 80~ of the (estimated) 3,000 fish ponds 
which already exist in the country and (2) establish 50-100 new p0nds 
per yearl/. If achieved by the scheduled completion of the project in 
September 1987, and in concert with the other agricultural production
oriented projects in the OAR/R's portfolio, lh~_ErQl~~l_E~rEQ~~_~hQ~lQ_ 
h~Y~_~_EQ~itiy~_imE~~t_2D_ih~_ErQj~ft_g2~1~· 

Known a~ the National Fish Culture Project (erQl~i_ei~fif~.H~r~ 
N~iiQD~l~~_eetn, the project is being implemented through the Ministry of 
Agriculture, Livestock and Forestry. The PPN operates, however, from 
~he National Fish Culture Center at Kigembe, about 20 kilometers south 
of Butare. The Kigembe Center has three functions: (1) it is the 
administrative headquarters of the PPN; (2) it is the national training 
center for fish culture; and (3) it is a zonal fish station for the 

1/ It is noted that the statement of the project purpose in the Project 
Paper's Amplified Project Description does not include point (2). 
There is no special reference to targets for the construction of new 
ponds. 
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production of fingerlings and fish f0r sale. Project funds are being 
provided for long-term advisory support in training and extension; 
construction and renovation of zonal fish stations; equipment and 
supplies related to training, extension and the practice of fish culture; 
vehicles, motorcycles and bicycles for extension outreach; and local 
support costs for training, station management, administrative staff, 
v~hicle operating costs, travel allowances, etc. The GOR's contribution 
to the project is most importantly the extension staff (moniteurs and 
their supervisors, the agronomes) and the PPN headquarters staff, 
including the Project Director. An in-kind contribution is represented by 
the infrastructure at the Kigembe Center and at the zonal fish stations 
participating in the project. 

As designed, the project was to be implemented in phases. During the 
first phase, which would be essentially Year 1 of the project, fish 
culture extension services would be put in place in three of Rwanda's ten 
prefectures. Following training at the Kigembe Center, moniteurs would 
be assigned to communes to work directly with farme!"s in improv'ing pond 
management and increasing fish production. The moniteurs would be 
supported and supervised by prefectural-level agronomes who would also be 
responsible for managing a fish station for demonstrations, fingerling 
production and research. In the following phases of the project, 
additional personnel would be trained and additional fish sta~ions would 
be renovated to provide extension coverage in the remaining ;even 
prefectures. By the end of the project, a viable fish culture extension 
~ervice would be operational on a nationwide basis. To date 
implementation progress has been seriously hampered by internal 
management problems and a concomittant "ripple effect" on field 
activities. This situation reflects the complexity of the project's 
scope and also confirms the timeliness of this formative evaluation. 

As stated in both the Project Paper's Evaluation Plan and the 
Amplified Project Description's Evaluation Plan, an eyternal "assessment" 
of the project would be scheduled at the beginning of the third year of 
project implementation to: (1) assess the overall progress being made to 
achieve the project objectives and (2) suggest changes in project 
objectives and operations which the evaluation tean. deems necessary. In 
establishing the terms of reference for the evaluation, the Office of the 
AID Representative in Rwanda (OAR/R) further refined these two broad 
purposes. As jointly agreed with the GOR, the more specific objectives 
of the evaluation are to: 

- "determine the status of project implementation; 
determine if the original project des ign remains val iii; 
determine whether all participating parties are adequately 
contributing to project implementation; 
evaluate the training program; 
recommend where cost-savings may be ~ffectedi and recommend 
any changes needed in project'documentation.". 
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The objective related to cost-savings has been addressed in a 
financial review of the local operating budget for the PPN which includes 
both AID project funds for local support CQsts and revenue from various 
income-generating activities. The accountant's report should be reviewed 
in conjunction with this evaluation report. 

In addition to the above objectives, the evaluation will focus on: 

- an analysis of management constraints; 
- progress to date in institutionalizing the fish culture 

extension service, including staff development and training and 
outreach to participating farmers; and 

- an analysis of production targets and the profitability of fish 
culture as an on-farm and/or cooperative enterprise. 

~lthough the evaluation plans in the PP and Project Agreement 
in~icated that the fonnative evaluation could be undertaken by one GOR 
representative and two AID consultants, OAR/R decidea to broaden the 
membership to include other specialized services. The team members 
included: 

Ms. Dianne Blane, Project Development Officer, "REDSO/ESA (Team 
Leader) 
Mr. J. Bosco Kabagambe, Aquaculturalist and Chief of the Division 

of Fisheries and Fish Culture, MINAGRI 
Mr. James W. ~iller, Fish Culture Specialist (Contract) 
Mr. Edward Robins, Social Science Advisor in OAR/R 
Mr. Prosper Ciza, Chief of the Hural Development Division, 

Ministry of Plan 
Mr. Fred Guymont, Engineer, REDSO/ESA 

The evaluation team wishes to thank Mr. Alphonse Karangwa, the PPN 
Project Director, Mr. Nathaniel Hishamunda and Ms. Pelagie Nyirahabimana, 
as well as Ms. Karen Veverica and Mr. John Moehl, the Training Advisor/ 
'ream Leader and Extension Advisor, respectively, from GOR and Auburn 
University. The team took a series of field trips to visit the Kigembe 
Center, zor.al fish stations and private/cooperative fish ponds and 
greatly appreciates the many interviews with the illQni!~gr§, ~grQnQill~§ and 
fish farmers. 

The evaluation team has examined the project from various 
perspectives: 

- institutional and administrative 
- technical 
- financial 
- economic 
- sociological/socio-economic (beneficiary participation) 
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Attention has also been given to project implementation management 
with specific reference to the OAR/R, the MINAGRI and the contractor. 

The above analyses on which the recommendations are based have been 
supported by extensive personal and group interviews and interaction, 
site visits to fish culture operations both within and outside the 
geo~raphic parameters of the project at present, and a documentation 
review. PPN and AID files, records and reports have also been studied. 

To develop a fisheries extension service in Rwanda which can 
provide the assistance and advice required by Rwandan farm 
families to bring back into production and effectively manage at 
least 80% of the approximately 3,000 fish ponds in the country 
(from the Project Agreement's Amplified Project Description, 
Annex 1). 

Implementation of the pr.oject was effectively initiated with the 
arrival of the technical assistance team in May 1983. Given the gap of 
more than a year and a half between authorization of the project 
(September 1981) and the team's arrival, the Project Assistance 
Completion Date was extended by two years, from September 1985 to 
September 1987. With the time remaining in the project - approximately 
33 months - it is z.pparent to the evaluation team that fish culture 
extension services cannot be provided on a countrywide basis. Delays 
have been encountered in both in-country training of !!!Q!!ii~~r~, t.hird 
country training of ~gI2!!2~~§' as well as in construction and renovation 
at the Kigembe Center and the zonal fish stations. Some delays are 
inevitable and are a fact of life in the implementation of all donor 
projects. To the extent that the project design reflects a "model" 
project, it can be faulted with being unrealistic in terms of the scope 
of the project, the complexity of the undertaking (especially extending a 
relativel: sophisticated technology) and the timeframe. Management of 
the PPN would be an extremely challenging task in the best of 
circumstances. Unfortunately interpersonal and professlonal 
communications have broken down on all sides: the PPN Project Director, 
the technical assistance team, the MINAGRI and AID. Rather than placin~ 
the blame for pOOL management of the project on anyone, or all parties, 
the evaluation team has attempted to recommend corrective actions which, 
if acceptable, will hopefully remove the constraints to implementation 
progress. The evaluation team wishes to emphaslze the importance noW of 
~~liiY in fish culture extension services rather than gg~!!iiiY 
(number-crunching). For this reason the team recommends that project 
interventions between now and the scheduled completion of the project in 
September 1987 be geographically limited to zones within five of Rwanda's 
ten prefectures. If management improvemeuts have been realized and 
collaboration between all the parties has been re-established, then 
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progress in infrastructure improvements, training and extension 
activities will follow. An effective and efficient fish culture 
extension service will have been developed'covering the five most 
important prefectures for fish culture in Rwanda, and it is estimated 
that at least 80% of the fish ponds within those prefectures will have 
been brought back into production. Most importantly, the Rwandan farm 
families will have access to the technology and inputs required to make 
fish culture an attractive private and/or cooperative enterprise and 
source of nutritious food. 

2. ~ff~£1i~~n~~~~_erQgr~~~_in_~£hi~~ing_1h~_gng=Qf=erQj~£1 
~1~i~~ (from the Logical Framework in the PP) 

(a) 2,400 fish ponds being adequately managed and harvested 
throughout the country (average yield: 15 kg/are/yr.). 

In spite of poor project management which has caused delays in 
construction, extension, training, efficient control of the local cost 
budget (resulting most egregiously in delinquent salary payments to some 
mQni£~~r~ and support ~~~ff), progress has been made towards attaining 
quantifiable targets ,in ~he field. The PPN-trained mQnii~~r~ are 
performing reasonably well and are maintaining good morale in th~ absence 
of effective technical and administrative support from their direct 
supervisors; the ~gr2nQm~~, and the Project Director. Project activiti~s 
are presently concen t.rated in five prefectures (Table 1). It shouid be 
noted that only those communes within the Kigali and Gisenyi prefectures 
with a concentration of fish farmers and ponds have been selected for 
participation in the PPN at this time. For this reason, it is more 
appropriate to speak in terms of project activities in zones rather than 
prefectures. Each zone will have its own zonal fish station under the 
management of an ~g[QnQm~. In the Butare project zone, however, there 
are two zonal fish stations: the Kigembe Center (Butare South) and at 
Ruuyinya (Butare North). There are, therefore, six PPN zones in five 
prefectures. It is totally unrealistic to consider expansion of the PPN 
into all ten prefectures during the remaining 33 months of the project. 
Collaborative project management, an effective extension methodology and 
fish culture techniques must be perfected before expansion can be 
considered. 

The PPN is directly assisting 1,458 fish farmers, owners of 525 
ponds with a total surface area of 14.7 hectares (ha.). A complete 
census of ponds in the PPN zones of activity indicates a total of 1,573 
ponds covering 43.72 ha. (Table 2). In light of the management 
difficulties which have hampered progress during the first two years of 
project implementation and, as discussed in Section 1 above, in order to 
focus on quality and effectiveness of services and operations during the 
remaining period of the project, it is recommended that the renovation 
and management of 80% of the ponds in the present zones be established as 
a revised quantified factor in the project purpose and condition to be 
achieved by the clOd of the project. Thus 1,258 ponds (80% of 1,573) 
would be renovated and "adequately managed" by the end e,f the project in 
September 1987. Since the PPN is currently assisting farmers with 525 
ponds, 42% of this more realistic target h~s been achieved to date. 
Because census information is still somewhat incomplete, however, the use 
of a new census form is recommended and presented in Table 3. 
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Table 1. Recommeded Parameters of PPN Activitv: Communes, Posting of 
MQni1~~[~1/ and Number of Ponds 

---------------------------_ .• _--------------------------------------------
Prefecture Commune Number of Moniteurs Number of Ponds 

------------------------------r-- __ 1~§1 _______ 1~§§ _____ _ __ Q~£.!._l~!1§ ___ 
1.Butare 1.Mbazi/Rusatira-/ 1 1 39 

2. Nyanza 1/ 1 1 17 
3. Runyinya ~/ 1 1 43 
4. Shyanda ~/ 1 1 28 
5. Huye ~/ 1 1 12 
6. Maraba ~/ 1 1 8 
7. Muganza 1/ 1 1 19 
8. Kigembe f/ 1 1 68 
9. Gishamvu 1/ 1 1 65 
10. Nyaruhengeril/ 2 1 79 
11. Kibayi ~/ 1 1 31 
12. Nyakizu ~/ 1 1 43 

2. Gitarama 13. Runda 1/ 1 1 52 
14. Taba/Kayenzili 1 1 27 
15. Masango 1/ 1 1 21 
16. Bulinga/ 

Nyakabanda 11 1 1 47 
17. Mushubati f/ 1 1 36 

3. Gikongoro 18. Musange 1/ 1 1 13 
19. Mubuga/ 

Rwamiko I· 1 1 66 -/ 

20. Kinyamakara 1/ 1 1 48 
21. Nyamagabe ~/ a 1 32 

4. Kigali 
North 22. Rushashi f/ 1 1 

23. Tare ~/ 1 1 223 
24. Musasa ~/ a 1 
25. Shyorongi ~/ 1 1 

5. Gisenyi ')~ .. b. Kanama 1/ 1 1 
Kanama ~/ a 1 202 

27. Karago 'J 1 1 50 ~/ 

28. Giciye ~/ a 1 69 
29. Satinsyi ~/ a 1 44 

------------- ~Q.!._~!~!l![~ ____ ~/ __ _ __ 1 __________ 1 _______ _ _____ lQ1 
IQ:r~1~ _______ -------------------

__ gL _________ ~l _______ ____ L.1§!2 

1/ PPN-trained in 1983; total of 13. 

f/ Trained under the former ELADEP project, total of 4. 

~/ To be trained in 1985 

~/ Based on Project files, results of the 5/84 pre-training qualifying 
text for ~Qnl!!Yr, concentration of ponds, logistic conditions and 
AID funding. 
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!~Q1~_f' Summary Statistics and Status of PPN Activitiesl/ December 1984 

A. eQng~_!!!!~Lf!!!:m~!:!L!!~2i2t~!LQ~Lth~J~!:Qj~£t 
1. Number of fish farmers 
2. Number of "active" fish pondsf / 
3. Total pond area 
4. Number of fanners/pond 
5. Average pond area 
6. Newly constructed ponds in 1984 
7. New ponds under construction in January 1985 
8. Fingerlings (Tilapia sp.) distributed - 1984 
9. % of total number of ponds which are active 
10. % of total number of active ponds where there 

is a ~Qni~~Y!: (1,219 ponds)~/ 
11. Number of ponds awaiting stocking 
12. Number of ponds in renovation 
13. Number of ponds stocked in ln84 

B. IQ!~1_EQnQ2_~nQ_f~~~r2_in_Er~~~n~_rrQj~£~_~Qn~21/ 
1. Total number of fish farmers 
2. Total number of fish ponds:!/ 
3. Total pond area 
4. Number of fanners/pond 
5. Pond area/farmer 
6. Fish production a 4.13 Kg/are/year 

based on 165 pond harvests - these ponds were 
neither st,)cked nor supervised by PPN staff 

7. Total number of ponds in communes with ~Qnit~!:!.r2 
7. Total area of ponds with ~Qni~~!:!.r~ coverage 

Call not yet supervised) 

1 , 458 farmers 
525 ponds 

14.7 ha. 
2.8 fanners 
2.8 ares 

58 ponds 
89 pond 

89,000 fingerlings 
33.3% 

43% 
252 ponds 

76 ponds 
378 ponds 

4,370 farmers 
1,573 ponds 

4J.72 ha 
2.8 fanners 
1. ° are 

18.056 kg 

1,341 ponds 
37.27 ha 

1/ Project zones: Butare North, Butare South, Gikongoro, Gitarama, Kigali 
North, Gisenyi. 

f/ Active means those ponds which have been stocked by the project and 
supervised by a ~Qni!~Y.r trained under the project. 

~/ Represents the total numbe of ponds in the project zones assisted by the 
project at the time of the evaluation. It does not include the communes 
of Karago, Giciye, Satinsyi and Kibilira. 

4_< / Includes a number of abandoned ponds which potentially can be renovated. 
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T~Ql~_~. Recommended modified census form 

Census of Fish Farmers and Ponds Assisted by the National Fish Culture 
Project. 

PPN zones ~~Q~[_Qf_f~rm~[~ ~~Q~[-Qf-fQ~Td~ 

1. 
t") .... 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

Collect Indivi- Institu- Active Not-I 
ivel dual tional Active 
gQQE____ _______ ________ ________ _ _______ _ 

Butare North X X X 
Butare South 
Gikongoro 
Gitarama 
Kigali North 
Gisenyi 

__ fQ~~LA[~£,!L __ 
Active Not 
( ares) Act i ve 
________ s..~r~§J. 

__ TQTA1~_____ ________ _______ ________ ________ _________ _ ____________ _ 
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T~Q1~_~. Fish Culture Stations in Project zones with Tilapia Fingerling 
Production Estimates from Selected Areas. 

---------------------.------------------------------.------------------------------r 
Prefecture/Name of Number Total Area Area for Production Potential Finger-/ 
Fish Station1/ of ponds of ponds % (ares) ling Production 
____________________ E299§____ _i2r~§2____ _____________________ if19g~r119g~LY~~rl 

1. Butare South 
Kigembe 77 1,000 20 200 440,000 

2. Butare North 
Runyinya 10 90 100 90 198,000 

3. Gikongoro -
Nkungu 16 210 75 157 345,400 

4. Gitarama 
Hugeramigozi 16 180 for yield trials 

5. Kigali -Rushashi 8 120 50 60 1:32,000 
6. Gisenyi-Ndorwa 14 56 For yield trials - 1987 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------ry-----___ 12!~~ _____________ 1~1 ______ 1~§§§ _____ = ____________ §Ql ______ l~ll§~~QQ~L ____ _ 

1/ Tilapia fingerling production - baGed upon 2,200 fingerlings per are per year 
- which has already been attained in Rwanda. 

f/ Double this fingerling production is entirely feasible even in the cooler 
temperatures of Rwanda. Up to 25,000 fingerlings of 111~El~ ~1!2!lf~ have 
been produced in 100 m2/year in the Ivory Coast. 
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T~Ql~_§. Estimated Current Costs of Tilapia Fingerling Production at the 
Gikongoro Fish station. 

. ----------------------------------------------------------------------_.--
InE~!_______________________________________________________ gQ§!_iIE~l __ 

1. 1~QQr - 10 laborers at 1/4 of time for fingerling 
production 10 X 100 ~'rw/day X 25 days/mo X 12 months 
: 4 = 

2. E~~g2 - Slloiled bulgar ur rice and rice bran at 11 Frw 
per Kg - Fed at 5%/day about 2,500 kgs 
2,500 kg X 11 FRw = 

3. Tr~n2eQr!_Qf_f!ng~rl!ng§ 
- Radius of 50 km from station 
- Truck comes 55 km from Kigembe 
- 110 km + 100 km = 210 kms round trip 
- 6 deliverys/year 
- 68,2 FRw cost/liter of fuel for truck 
- 15 1/100 km gas consumption (0,15 l/kro) 
- 6 X 210 kms X 0,15 ~ X 68.2 = 

Cost/fingerling 11§~~~Q_ED~ = 5.77 Frw 
20,000 

Source: Agronome - Mr. Augustin NKURUNZIZA 

75,000 

27,500 

12,890 
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.1'~Q1!L§' Estimated 1984 Financial Position of General Zonal Fish Stations 

------------- ._-----------------------------------------------------------
Station Expenses (FRw) . Receipts (FRw) Profit 

Pond Man- Diversel Total Fish Divers l Total or loss 
_____________ ~g~~~nl__ ________ _________ ~~l~~_ ________ ______ {~Qr=l __ 

Butare-
Runyinya 193,500 87,400 280,900 16,440 0 16,440 -264,460 
Gikongoro 239,300 207,900 447,200 19,440 10,900 21,340 -425,860 
Gitarama 223,048 :Z32,192 455,200 5,380 19,140 24,520 -430,680 
Kigali North 17,500 11,100 28,600 0 0 0 - 28,600 

1; Divers expenditures/receipts are largely comprised uf gardening 
activities of questionable economic viability. 

Source: Annual Report of the PPN Extension Service, 1984; Kigembe data 
were incomplete. 
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Because of the relatively high altitude (average of 1,700 
meters), cooler temperatures and very limited availability of fish feeds 
and fertilizers, the growing season of fish in Rwanda - 8/12 months - is 
longer than elsewhere. The minimum acceptable/marketable size of 
tilapias for local consumers, however, has not yet been evaluated. If 
small-size fish prove to be acceptable, a long production period-growing 
season may not be required. 

Baseline production data collected from 165 ponds stocked with 
tilapias and managed without PPN assistance/support indicate a mean 
producUon of 4.13 Kg/are/year. The first ponds to be stocked and 
closely monitored by PPN staff will be drained and harvested following 
this evaluation. One pond was harvested prior to the evaluation team's 
departure, however, and the results were encouraging: during a 
production period of 288 days in a 2.26 are pond, a net yield of 7.43 
kg/are/year was obtained. Thus base production was almost doubled as a 
result of PPN assistance and should be further increased as techniques 
are improved and the ~grQ9Qm~§ become effective supervisors. Much work 
and training of extension personnel and farmer~ must be done before the 
target yield of 15 Kg/ar/year can be obtained. Nevertheless, at least 
for the "best" farmers, this target is considered realistic by the 
evaluation team. 

(b) At least 50 new ponds established during the final year 
of the project (note: contradicts the PP's project purpose 
which states that 50-100 new ponds will be established per 
year) . 

Although 1983 data on pond construction are incomplete, 58 new 
ponds were built in 1984. It should be noted that a growing interest in 
fish farming is evidenced by the 89 new fish ponds under construction in 
the project zones in January 1985. It is anticipated that new pond 
construction will exceed the target of 50-100 in each remaining year of 
the project. 

(c) Ten prefectural fisheries stations are operational 
(i.e., fully staffed by trained personnel, producing 1.3 
million fingerlings per year, ~roviding training for local 
farmers) 

Of the six fish stations in the PPN zones (Table 4), the 
evaluation team considers that only two - Butare north and Gikongoro -
are fully operational. Management at all stations is very poor, with 
commercial production at best at one-half to one-third of the potential. 
Current tilapia fingerling production ranges from only 2~ to lO~~ of 
capacity attained in the past in Rwanda C. 200 fingerlings/aloe/year). 
The target for fingerling production of 1.3 million per year is easily 
attainable. As indicated in Table 4, a minimum of 1.1 million per year 
can be produced at only 6 fish stations. 

Cost data on tilapia fingerling production have not been 
collected by PPN staff. On the basis of'interviews with staff, however, 
the evaluation team technician estimated the cost to be Frw 5.77 per 
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fingerling. The current estimated costs of tilapia fingerling production 
are presented in Table 5 and include costs for labor, feeds and 
transport. Improved management and increased fingerling production could 
reduce costs to less than Frw 2/fingerling: ~~1~Ei~_n~12!i~~ fingerlings 
(8 SID.) are produced for less than $ .02 each in the Ivory coast. 

Station management in general is characterized by nonchalunt 
t'ecord-keeping by the ~gI2n2!!)~§ (species not separated, numbers and mean 
weights often lacking, inability to accurately calculate fish production, 
etc.), high fish mortalities (one pond at Kigembe had an 8.7% survival of 
tilapias produced during the period 7/25/84 to 1/18/85) and general lack 
of a station management plan. All zonal fish stations operated at a 
significant. financial loss in 1984 (Table 6). Receipts from four 
stations Butare North, Gikongoro, Gitarama and Kigali North only equalled 
5% of estimated expenses. The total operating loss in 1984 is estimated 
at Frw 1,149,600 ($11,496). 

Divers expenses and income are largely from gardening 
activities. The use of station personnel for such work is very 
questionable. Use of GOR-paid labor for such activities is inefficient 
and should be discontinued unless the crops which are cultivated are 
high-yielding and high in commercial value. On the other hand, 
integrated agriculture (crops-fish) is to be encouraged in the extension 
messa!{e b~auseproduction is consumed by the farm family. The 
renovation of ponds and the construction of a modest facility including 
an office, store room and holding tanks are planned at all fish stations 
in the PPN zones. 

(d) GOR providing budget adequate to support 12 professional 
and 50 para-professional fisheries staff members. 

Apart from excessive indemnities (basically per diem for 
overnight site visits) paid to the ~gIQnQm~§ and PPN headquarters 
professional staff with AID project funds, the GOR pays the salaries of 
all personnel at this level. Currently 23 of the 33 PPN mQn~!~~r~ are on 
the MINAGRI rolls. The GOR's support of all staff is anticipated in 
1986. It is recommended that the scale of indemnities now being paid to 
the PPN professional staff be examined with a view to reducing it and/or 
requiring accountability for payment, especially taking into account the 
GOR's ab il i ty to cant inue such payments after complet ion of the project. 

The evaluation team recommends that the National Fish Culture 
Project, in collaboration with the PPN's l.fanagement COlTUDit tee, the 
MINAGRI, and OAR/R undertake the following operational and corrective 
actions which have been grouped in four categories: institutional 
development, research, conGtruction and project management. It is 
important to note that the category of "institutional development" is 
further divided into four sections which corespond to the functions of 
the PPN: management, training and extension. The category "project 
management" refers specifically to the functions of the principal parties 
who have an inherent interest in the successful implementation of the 
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project, i.e., the MINAGRI, OAR/R and Auburn University. The rationale 
and analyses on which the recommendations are based are then discussed in 
detail in the following sections of this evaluation report. 

(l) In light of poor management of the project, which is 
the primary constraint to progress, and considering that about half of 
the project budget has been expended with little accomplished, project
related activities should be limited to the following geographic zones 
(Region I and II): 

Region I: Butare 
Gitarama 
Gikongoro 

Region II: Kigali North (Bumbogo sub-prefecture) 
Gisenyi East (the Kanama, Karago, Giciye, 
Satinsyi and Kibilira communes) 

(2) The Amplified Project Description, Annex 1 of the 
Project Agreemen~, should be redrafted to reflect accurately what the 
project intends to achieve during its life and the implementation 
procedures which are being followed to achieve the intended goal, purpose 
and outputs. This will require a restatement of the conditions expected 
at the end of the project and a revised, detailed project budget. 

(3) A revised 1985 work plan should be prepared. It 
should include a narrative discussion of the activities which will be 
undertaken durinR 1985, a schedule/calendar of events by month and a 
g~t~!l~g budget of funding requirements which will be provided by both 
the GOR and AID. The revised work plan should be countersigned by the 
Team Leader of the technical assistance team prior to submission to the 
Management Committee for endorsement and to MINAGRI and AID for approval. 

(4) Annual work plans for 1986 and subsequent years 
should be prepared in the same format and include the same level of 
detail as that required for the 1985 work plan. All work plans should be 
countersigned by the Team Leader of the ~~chnical assistance team prior 
to submission to the Management Committe~ for endorsement and to MINAGRI 
and AID for approval. 

(5) All project-related documents and submissions to 
MINAGRI and AID should be countersigned by the Team Leader of the 
technical assistance team. 

(6) Another internal evaluation of the project should be 
scheduled between September 1985 and January 1986. The purpose of the 
evaluation will be to determine to what degree close collaboration among 
the Project Director, the technical advisors and their counterparts, the 
MINAGRI and AID has been established and management improvements have 
been realized. The evaluation team should be limited to two members, one 
from MINAGRI and one from AID. 
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(7) A position description for the Project Director 
should be prepared which sharply defines his/her responsibilities for 
directing the national fish culture program . 

. 
(8) Position descriptions should be prepared for the 

Training Advisor/Team Leader and the Extension Advisor which sharply 
define their respective responsibilities. 

(9) Position descriptions for both Rwandan A-Os, 
counterparts to the Training Advisor and the Extension Advisor, should be 
prepared which sharply define their respective responsibilities. 

( 10) An A-2 agronome should be ass igned as the maml~~er 
of the Kigembe Center as soon as possible. The manager should also 
assume other responsibilities which are compatiblp with station 
management. 

(11) The Kigembe Center and the zonal fish stations 
should be operated 011 a self-financing basis. This policy implies that 
present personnel levels must be reduced and that fish will be produced 
for sale. This will require preparation of a detailed management plan 
for each station including the Kigembe Center. 

(12) Revenues generated from the sal~ of fish and other 
products at. the Kigembe Center and the zonal fish stations should be used 
to purchase fish food for commercial fish production. 

(13) Financial management, with specific reference to 
AID procedure~ and requirements should be improved to assure the timely 
receipt. of local support costs. Implementation of the project on a 
deficit basis is net acceptable. 

(14) The Management Committee should examine the scale 
of indemnities now being paid on a monthly basis to the Project Director 
and the A-2 agronomes with a view to reducing them and/or requiring 
accountability for payment and taking into account the GOR's ability to 
continue such payments after completion of the project. Following from 
this recommendation the Project Director should remit to MINAGRI's 
"special account" (revenue generated from the sale of fish and ot.her 
products at the Kigembe Center and the zonal fish stations) the sum of 
FHw 225,000. Access to the account should be controlled by dual 
signatures. 

(15) The A-2 agronomes should receive refresher 
training in management and extension techniques. A proposed curriculum 
is att.ached as an annex to this report. The training course could be 
presented in collaboration with the National University of Rwanda (UNR) 
in August 1985. The Project Director and the Team Leader of the 
technical assistance team should continue discussions with the UNR 
faculty concerning course content, designation of instructors and timing. 
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(16) Only one group of !!!2!]H~!!r~ should be trained i.n 
1985 rather than two groups as presently scheduled. Another group of 
l.!!Q!!ii~!!!:2 should be trained in 1986. This reconunendation is based on 
the team's judgment that the tentative 1985 training program is too full. 

(17) The Training Advisor and her counterpart should 
approve the curriculum content of all training which may be scheduled and 
offered by "external" instructors. 

(18) The Training Advisor and her counterpart should 
continue the preparation and printing of instructional materials on a 
priority basis. The instructional materials will be useful references 
for the ~gr2!]2m~~ and !!).Q!]li~!!r2 when they have assumed their field-bas~d 
extension responsibilities. 

(19) A minibus should be purchased to transport 
trainees from the Kigembe Center to various sites for practical field 
work. The cost of the minibus may be partially offset by the sale of the 
deadlined Landrover and the Toyota Stout pick-up. 

(20) The four small, abandoned houses at the Ki~embo 
Center should be renovated to serve as dormitories for trainees. This 
will permit separate facilities for male and female trainees as well FlS 

lodging more conducive to effective training. 

(21) The Project Director should participate in the 
"Francophone Development Management Seminar" offered at the University of 
Pi ttsburgh in June-August 1985. rollowing completion of the seminal", the 
Project Director should visit Auburn University. 

(22) Each ~g!:2nQm~ assigned to a zonal fish staLion 
within t.he project's regions (see recommendation no. 1) should prepare an 
annual work plan in collaboration with the Extension Advisor. The work 
plan should include quantitative targets to be accomplished during the 
year. Examples of such targets include the number of !!!2!!H~.!,l!:§ to be 
supervised, the number of site visits to be undertaken, the number of 
"project ponds" to be managed, the number of new ponds which can be 
constructed, the number of ponds to be managed for both fingerling 
production and f1sh production at the zonal station, etc. 

(23) On the basis of the annual work plan, a position 
description for each ~g!:Q!!Qm~ should be prepared which sharply defines 
his/her responsibilities. The position descriptions sh011ld be prepared 
in collaboration with the Extension Advisor. A copy sh Ld be provided 
to the ~g!:Q!!Qm~, and his/her continuing assignment. to the project should 
be annually evaluated on the basis of actual performance measured against 
the responsibilities and accomplishments agreed upon in the position 
description and annual work plan. 

(24) Pursuant to the above recommendation, an annual 
work plan with quantitative targets and a position description should be 
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prepared for each ,!!Q!!H~~!.: assigned to communes within tne project's 
regions. The work plan and position description should be pre?ared 
jointly by the Extension Advisor and the ~grQ!!Q~~-supervisor in 
collaboration with the ,!!Q!!l!~~r. 

(25) The ~g[Q!!Q,!!~! should meet monthly with the Project 
Director, the Training Advisor, the Extension Advisor and their 
counterparts. On alternate months (i.e., every other month', the 
meetings should be held for 2-3 days in one of the zones within lhe 
project's regions in order to provide an OPpo['tunity for more effective 
and intensive information exchange and comparison of experiences in the 
field. 

(26) Data collection effor~s should be strengthened. 
An accurate census of ponds within zones should be completed as soon as 
possible. Other statistics and data necessary to calculate fingerling 
requirements (such as pond area, etc.), costs of production, etc. should 
be collected and analyzed on a routine basis. 

(27) Project funds should not be used to renovate or 
otherwise improve the "colonial" ponds. Consideration might be given, 
however, to periodically stocking the ponds within the project's regions 
if excess fingerling production is available for distribution beyond the 
requirements of the zonal fish stations and on-farm ponds. 

(28) Experimentation with mixed fi"sh-E~E.L~l~y~r;~ 
farming should be encouraged. 

(29) Farmer-group demonstrations in the rural areas, at 
the zonal fish stations, and possibly also at the Kigembe Center, should 
be undertaken on a periodic basis. To reinforce demonstrations, lhe 
booklet on fish farming, "Sinon Raises Fish," should be translated into 
Kinyarwanda and distribute to participating farmers. 

(30) The ~grQ!!Q,!!~§ and ,!!Q!!l!~~r§ should advise farmers 
to coordinate their fish production and harvesting calendar am')ng 
themselves so that the supply of fish is distributed more evenly 
throughout the year. The ~grQ!!Q,!!~§ and ,!!Q!!H~~r§ must then assist the 
farmers in following this advice. 

(31) Extension activities should pay particular 
attention to increasing the participation of women. At a minimum, two 
positive steps should be taken: women '!!2!!!i~~r! should be recruited for 
assignment to the PPN and efforts should be made to work with women fish 
farmers, either individually or in cooperative groups. 

(1) The recommendations for production trials made by Dr. 
Phelps from Auburn University should be implemented as soon as possible. 

(2) The collect.ion of socio-economic data begun in 1984 
should be continued throughout the remaining period of the project. This 
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data should be augmented by an extensive survey of on-farm perspectives 
of fish culture, the results of which will be processed into the training 
and extension programs. The employment of·a Rwandan socio-economist to 
perform an on-going evaluation of the impact of the project is also 
recommended. 

(1) First priority should be given to letting contracts for 
the construction of storerooms, offices and holding tanks at the Kigali 
North, Butare, Gitarama and Gikongoro zonal fish stations. 

(2) Since it is working well, the practice of using Fixed 
Amount Reimbursement contracting should be continued. 

(3) The four small, abandoned houses at the Kigembe Center 
should be renovated for use as student dormitories (same as 
recommendation no. 20, Institutional Development). All traj.nees could be 
housed in the four buildings, and the large room which is presently 
designated as dormitor'y space can be converted into either an additional 
classroom or a laboratory/study area. 

(4) A low priori ty should be assig'ned to the construction of' 
a sophisticated weir at the Kigembe Center. The proposed solution of 
using wood piles with rocks to control the river level is judged adequate 
for the presen t. 

(5) Reinforcement of the levees along the stream bed I'louid 
not only be expensive (about $60,000) but would also not withstand the 
stream's current. Instead the stream bed should Ie cleared. 

(6) A general maintenance program to clear vegetation and 
major obstructions in the stream bed should be undertaken as soon as 
possible and continued on a routine basis. 

(7) More effort should be made to clear vegetation in the 
canals at all the stations in order to reduce scouring and reduce the 
habitat for bnails. 

(8) Routine maintenance of all the facilities, both 
completed and proposed, must be undertaken. Tasks such as sweeping, 
dusting and removing insect nests should be completed on a daily basis. 

(11 The Project Director and the Team Leader of the 
technical assistance team must collaborate on the timely and accurate 
preparation of required AID cioclmentation, especially for requesting 
periodic advances to cover local support costs. (See also recommendation 
No. 13, Institutional Development.) 

(2) OAR/R must take a much stronger role in project 
management. This will require frequent and regular meetings with the 
Project Director and the technical advisors to discuss actions required 
from all parties to implement the annual work planes). 
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(3) The relationship of the PPN to the MINAGRI should be 
clarified for all interested parties. Clarification is required with 
regard to lines of authority, transmission·of documents, required 
clearances for documentation, etc. Once clarified, the relationship and 
procedures should be followed without exception. 

The projeGt was authorized by the A/AID on September 16, 1981. 
The estimated total cost of the project, to be implemented over four 
years (later extended to six years; see below), is $3,059,UOO, of which 
the AID contribution is $2,470,000. The PP included several waivers: 
(1) a nationality waiver and a single-source, non-competitive procurement 
waiver to permit the procurement of long and short-term technical 
services from the U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO); (2) a 
vehicle proc~rement source/origin waiver; and (3) a waiver of the host 
country cost-sharing requirement of FAA Section 110(a). The nationality 
and single-source, non-competitive procurement waivers were based on the 
argument that (1) AID would have di.fficulty recruiting technidans \\ho 
were fluent i.n French and would be willing to live in rural Rwanda: (2) 
the AID office would be unable to provide the requisite administrative 
support to long-and short-term contract personnel; and (3) the FAO was, 
at that time, also implementing a potentially complementary project in 
lake fisheries development. The Project Authorization approved the 
vehicle and cost-sharing waivers, but stipulated that approval of the 
nationality and single-source, non-competitive waivers "should be made 
conditional on th fialure of the effort to locate an eligible firm." 
The effort was ultimately successful: on the basis of competition, a 
technical proposal from Auburn University, dated July 28, 1982, was 
accepted by AID. A contract with Auburn University, was not signed, 
however, until March 7, 1963, nineteen months after authorization of the 
project. Given this delay in ititiating project implementation, Project 
Implemantation Letter (PIL) No. 3 extended the Project Assistance 
Completion Date (PACD) by two years - from September 30, 1985 to 
September 3D, 1987 - to permit provi.sion of the Long-term technical 
services for the full period of four years as authorized in the Project 
Paper. (It should also be noted that in the interim it was decided that 
Kigembe Center was within commuting distance of Butare and that, 
consequently, the long-term advisors would be housed in Butare with 
convenient access to shopping, schooling and helath facilities.) 
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The AID contribution to the project has been incrementally 
funded in FY 1981 and FY 1982. The following table presents a financial 
summary of the AID contribution. 

Technical 
Services 
Training 
Commod.i.ties 
Construction 
Local Costs 

TOTAL 

E!~~~Q!~1_§~~RY 
(as of 1/25/85) 

QQlig~!~Q ~~rm~I~~Q gQmmi1!~g ~i§Q~I§~9 ~~1~n£~_2f 
!!!!~~I!!!~I~~9 

f~IJ9§ 

$1,000,000 $633,550~/ $635,550 $253,550 $366,450b 
130,000 39,100 39,100 23,965 90,900 
250,000 179,184 148,285 147,872 70,816 
465,000 112,682 112,682 88,957 352,318 

___ 2Q§.l.QQQ _:HQ.l.QQ~ ~24 516 ____ .l. ___ 224 516 _ ___ .l. ___ _~§Qd§1 

$2,450,000 $1,404,574 $1,160,133 $738,860 :S1,260,968 

-----------------
QI $254,551 will be added ala 9/30/86 to fully fund the Auburn contract. 

b: Will be used for technical services related to socia-economic 
studies, public health follow-up, the final evaluation, etc. 

Source: AID financial records 
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The project was authorized by the A/AID on September 16, 1981, 
and the Project Agreement obligating a first tranche of $500,000 was 
signed with the GOR only ten days later. During 1982 however, there was 
effectively no project activity pending resolution of the most 
appropriate contracting mode: either an AID-financed host country 
contract with FAO or an AID direct contract with a U. S. institution (see 
discussion above). During that interim and subsequent to the in-country 
arrival of the technical assistance team in May 1983, various conditions 
and assumptions made in the design of the project, and reflected in the 
project's financial plan (both in the PP and the Amplified Project 
Description), either changed and/or were proven incorrect. For exemple, 
funds were budgeted to continue the services of a Togolese director of 
the Kigembe Center; this was not necessary with the nomination of the 
present Project Director in .June 1982. Also, funds were budgeted to 
contract with a Rwandan sociologist and economist to conduct "rolling" 
evaluations of the effectiveness of the extension methodology and of 
beneficiary impact. The Project Director did not concur with this 
evaluation approach, and alternative approaches for socio-economic data 
collection and analysis are being undertaken. Given the strong 
recommendation that the geographic parameters of the project be 
restricted to five zones over the remaining life of the project and in 
light of numerous inconsistencies between the Amplified Project 
Descript ion and the status of the project, it is further recommended that 
the Amplified Project Description be redrafted. The revised project 
description should reflect accurately what the project intends to achieve 
during its life and the implementation procedures which are being 
followed to achieve the intended goals, purpose and outputs. This will 
require a restatement of the conditions expected at the end of the 
project (see Section I1.A. above) and a redsed, detailed project 
budget. Existing ambiguities in terminology and phraseology also must be 
eliminated. The document should serve as a constructive basis for 
project management for the GOR, and AID and the contractor. 

As mentioned above, on the basis of competition, Auburn 
University was awarded a four-year contract for the provision of 
technical services to implement the project. The effective date of the 
contract is March 7, 1983. The negotiated cost of the contract is 
$854,551, which is being provided to Auburn on an incremental basis; 
$600,000 has been provided to date. The balance of $254,551 will be 
provided o/a September 30, 1986. The long-term Training Advisor/Team 
Leader and Extension Advisor arrived only two months following signature 
of the contract. Under the terms of the contract, Auburn will also 
provide home office backstopping and a total of nine man-months of 
short-term specialized services. To date, two short-term specialists 
have been provided. Over a two-week period in August 1983 Dr. Emile 
Malek, a tropical medicine/health specialist from Tulane Univer~ity, 
studied environmental health questions related to fish culture. His 
findings and recommendations and the status of their implementation are 
discussed below in Section VI. In Apri' 1984 Dr. Ronald Phelps, a yield 
trial specialist. spent three weeks in Rwanda to assist in designing a 
yield trial program to ensure the collection of statistically valid 
production data (stoelting rates, inputs of fertilizers and feeds, yields 
at harvest, etc.) using a minimal number of experimental ponds units. 
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Future requirements for short-term services may include additional 
teclmical advice from Dr. Malek and assistance in analyzing the 
statistical data collected from the yield trials. In addition, the 
Auburn campus project director, Dr. Donald.Moss, (Associate Director, 
International Center for Aquaculture), has visited the project twice, in 
February-March 1984 and in January-February 1985. 

As the basic building block for a viable fish culture 
extension service, training is perhaps the most important component of 
the project. Most of the training is being provided in-country; target 
groups include the !!!2!}.!!~!!r~, the ~grQ!!2!!1~§, teachers and leaders from 
other Rwandan institutions, such as the teachers of the Rural Artisan 
Training Centers (CERAIs), and fanners. Third country training is also 
being provided, however, to the ~grQ!!Qm~§ so that they will be 
technically qualified to supervise the mQ!!i!~!!r§ and to manage the zonal 
fish stations. To date two ~gr2~Qm~§ have completed a 10 month training 
program (11/83-8/84) at the Centre de Formation Piscicole in Bouake, 
Ivory Coast. Two Rwandans are now attending this program and will also 
receive reft'eshet' technical training and instruction in extension 
techniques and management specific to conditions in Rwanda. The problems 
encountered to date in providing the first ~gr2~Q!!!~ refre~her training 
conrse are discussed in detail in Section IV.B. below. In addition, one 
Rf,oJandan, now the Chief of th~ MINAGRI Division of Fisheries and 
Fishculture, completed a Master's degree-level program in aquaculture at 
the African Regional Aquaculture Center in Port Harcourt, Nigeria 
(12/82-11/83). If two more ~grQ!}Qm~§ receive advanced training in fish 
culture in 1985-86, a total of seven will have been trained, which is the 
quantifiable target in the PP and Amplified Project Description. 
In-service training in fish culture is planned for the Rwandan 
counterparts to the technical assistance team; the training will be 
provided at Auburn's International Center for Aquaculture, tentatively in 
February-June 1986. 

As envisaged in the design of the project, a three-month 
training course in fish culture technology and extension work methods 
would be offered at the Kigembe Center to groups of mQn!~~~r~ at least 
annually. A total of 50 moniteurs would be trained by the end of the 
project. To date only group of 13 mQnH.~!:!r~ has been trained 
(9/83-12/83). No moniteurs were trained in 1984 due to delays in 
completing the water supply system for the Center. The system will be 
completed in ~'ebrllary 1985, however, so that a second group of 15-20 
m2!!.!!~!!r§ can be trained during this year. Assuming a third group will 
be trained in 1986 and a fourth group in 1987, it is possible that at 
least 50 m2!}H~!!r~ will be trained by the end of the project. If they 
are assigned to communes within five zones, their extension coverage will 
be both more intensive and hopefully more substantive than would be the 
case if they worked within ten zones. 
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Thirteen CERAI teachers were trained in pond construction and 
management in two 2-week sessions in 1984, and two more groups will be 
trained in 1985. In addition, students from the Nyagahanga Agricultural 
Girls School (graduates female A-2 agronomt!s) have been offered 
apprenticeships at the Kigembe Center. Two students completed 6-month 
apprenticeships in 1984, and two students are now working and studying 
there. 

With the completion of the water supply system, the full 
training program can be implemented in 1985. Training sessions are 
planned for construction foremen at the zonal fish stations in pond 
construction and maintenance. Moniteurs trained in 1983 and earlier 
under the ELADEP project will also be given refresher training. Lastly, 
agricultural students at the National University of Rwanda (UNR) will be 
offered the opportunity to conduct field research under the PPN. 

A procurement source/origin waiver for vehicles and motorcycles 
was approved concurrently with authorization of the project. The waiver 
authorized the purchase of four pick-up trucks, a passenger sedan and 22 
motorcycles. Three Joyota Stout pick-ups have been purchased, one for 
the use of each advisor and his/her counterpart and one for general use 
at the Kigembe Center. The later vehicle is now basi~ally deadlined 
following two collisions. Instead of ~ fourth pick-up, a Nissan Patrol 
(4WD) long wheel-base station wagon was purchased for its greater 
practicali ty and passenger-canying capacity. A Toyota Corolla sedan was 
also purchased and is used exclusively by the Project Director. It is 
reconunended that the deadlined Toyota Stout pick-up and a Landrover 
"inherited" from the farmer ELADEP project be sold and that the proceeds 
be used to l:\t least partially meet t.he costs of purchasing a minibus. 
The minibus will be used to transport trainees for site visits, the 
essential complement to classroom instruction. Upon his assignment to a 
projl~ct zone, each agronome is given basic equipment and a motorcycle to 
support his extension duties, including periodic visits to supervise the 
moniteurs. Each moniteur is also given basic equipment as well as a 
bicycle to visit farmers in his conunune(s) of responsibility. 

Dormitory and office furnishings for the Kigembe Center were 
locally purchased. Office supplies and equipment, including reference 
and teaching materials, have been purchased as well as aquaculture 
equipment used for training and fish production. Each moniteur is given 
a basic tool kit including boots, a fish measuring board, a spring scale, 
bucket and thermometer. Fish handling equipment which has been purchased 
includes seine and dip nets, sorting baskets, surveying equipment for 
pond construction, agitators for the transport boxes. etc. Given the 
specialized nature of most of the equipment procurement, Auburn 
University has been contracted as the procurement services agent. 
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Construction activities under the project are focussed on 
improvements at the Kigembe Center and zonal fish stations. In PIL No. 
5, dated May 25, 1983, OAH/R approved the construction plans and 
specifications for a training facility at Kigembe. It was estimated that 
the construction would be completed within seven months. AlthouRh the 
contl'actor performed well, delays in requesting and receiving advances 
and making payments to the contractor resulted in a considerable delay 
to May 1984 - in completing the structure. Construction of an office/ 
storeroom complex, including fish holding tanks, at each of the zonal 
fish stations, plus the renovation of three houses at the Kigembe Center 
have not been started. Approval of this construction i~ contingent upon 
AID approval of the 1984 PPN work plan. Again, the repercussions of poor 
project management have resulted in considerable delays in project 
implementation. See also section 6. below. 

The detailed discussion of the construction component of the 
project and recommendations based on current conditions and budgetary 
constraints are presented below in Section V.B., Construction. 

The project budget in the PP and Amplified Project Description 
includes vehicle operation and maintenance, the employment of local 
support staff (an unspecified number of ~2n!i~~[~, a secretary, 
chauffeurs, guards, etc.) for the Kigembe Center and th~ zonal fish 
stations and the costs of outreach activities with other training 
institutions under the category of "local support costs". For the 
purposes of AID financial management, however, local costs have been 
broadened to include in-country training, local consultant services (none 
procured to date but proposed for socio-economic research), housing 
rental for counterparts, staff indemnities, etc. This budgetary 
component of the project, as a major element for implementation of the 
annual work plans (the other major element being construction), has been 
extremely poorly administered. Requests for advances have not been 
prepared on a timely basis, and OAR/R approvals of these requests have 
frequently been delayed pending detailed documentation related to 
proposed expenditures. To the extent that the annual work plans have 
been prepared by the Project Director without the direct input and 
collaboration of the techni~al advisors, they have not been approved by 
AID and funds for all local costs -- including the local support costs 
-- have not been released. It is recommended that efforts to straighten 
out a 1984 work plan be discontinued and redirected to preparing a 1985 
work plan which is acceptable to all parties. 

The value of the GOn's contribution to the project is estimated at 
the equivalent of $589,000, or 19% of the total estimated cost of the 
project. This in-kind contribl!tion represents personnel snlaries and the 
existing infrastructure of ponds and facilities at the Kigembe Center and 
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zonal fish slalions. In addition to the Project Director, the GOR has 
assigned two Rwandan agronomists, both graduates of the UNR Faculty of 
Agri.culture, as counterparts to the technical assistance team. Their 
salaries were paid from project funds for the six months between their 
actual assignment (July 1984) and their permanent employment with the 
MINAGRI (Decemb(~r 1984). Project funds are also being used to pay their 
housing rental pending renovation of the houses at Kigembe. According to 
the Amplified Project Description, AID will finance a declining 
percentage of t.he personnel costs of "some semi-skilled staff" over the 
li.fe of the project. This has not proven necessary. The GOR is paying 
the salaries of 23 of the 33 mQnit~Yr! working under the PPN and will pay 
all salaries by the end of 1986. The GOR also pays the salaries of the 5 
~grQ!}Q!!!~! working under the project. In general the GOR can be 
congratulated for directly employing necessary extension personnel to 
imolement the PPN. 

Certain "regions of high fish culture potential" have the 
.greatest possibili.ty·of demonstrating successful fish culture in Rwanda. 
Once proven in such regions, there should be a natural diffusion of 
technology 'co other parts of the country following the classic "spread 
effect" when extending an innovation. Considering such criteria a~ pond 
numbers, pond density, farmer interest, topography and availability of 
water, different zones with high fish culture potential have been 
identified. Considering the time remaining before the Project 
Assistance Completion Date, the facility of supervision and the budget 
remaining for local costs, it is preferable that PPN effort be focused in 
those zones before moving on t.o other zones. Such zones have the 
greatest possibility of demonstrating profitable fish culture once a 
technical package adapted to Rwandan conditions is developed. That is 
why it is necessary to implement without delay an experimental protocol 
of yield trials in order to provide pond production data in diff8rent 
areas of the country. 

Project personnel utilize different documents, including the 
Project Paper, PROAG and the Auburn Contract, as the basis for project 
implementation. This has resulted in confusion and, in some instances, 
actual disagreement. Consequently there is a need to follow one single 
document that contains the essential elements for the project 
implementation. Consensus is an important prerequisite to the 
formulation and develupment. of a work plan describing the project 
methodology and the nature and schedule of its interventions. 

OAR/R and the technic"l assistance team have been concerned about 
the prior year work plans which have been prepared unilaterally by the 
Project. Direct.or. Through joint preparation and approval of work plans 
by various groups involved, the project wil be strengthened and 
substantial progress achieved. This aspect is probably the most 
important element for project development in particular and Rwandan fish 
culture development in g~n~ral. The project is Imlikely to achieve its 
goals in the absence of a well-designed work plan. 
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The Kigembe Station and the other zonal fish stations should be 
financially self-sufficient. At present those fish stations are managed 
by the ~g!:Q!!Q!!!~~ responsible for fish cuI turr~ in the ~rp.~Fl wherp. t.hp. 
center is located. The Kigembe Center, wh~ch is not now supervised by an 
2g!:.Q!!2!!!~, should be provided with an agronome gestionnaire. He may 
exercise other functions compatible with the management of that station 
to avoid under-employment. 

Zonal stations should not, as a general l"ule, have a !!!Q!!i!:~!:!!: 
assigned to them on "i full-time basis since the !!!2!!i.!:.~!!r~ are mainly 
extension a~~nts. Routine station operations should be supervised by a 
foreman who is supported by the 2g!:Q!!Q~~ and possibly the !!!Q!!ii~!:!r 
assigned to the area surrounding the station. 

Permanent zonal stations staff should be reduced to the bare 
minimum and include:: 

- two three laborers for pond management (e.g., water regulation, 
feeding, fertilizing, etc) 

- three five laborers for station upkeeping (e.g., cutting gr3ss, 
cleaning canals, etc.) 

- Two night watchmen. 

Additional laborers for labor-intensive jobs should be hired on a 
temporary basis when needed. To keep the staff lo a minimwn, task work 
should be employed whenever possible. 

As for fish culture system, since few fish feeds are available, a 
small rural fish culture integrated into the general agricultural 
development program should be developed. That is a system liable to 
contribute to t.he availability of feeds in rural areas. In this respect 
agricultural by-products can be efficiently used as the main source of 
fish feeds. One can also associate fish culture with pig or duck raising 
or with rice growing. 

As indicated in Table 7, five ~grQ!!Q!!!~~ are presently assigned 
to the PPN. Three more will be assigned during 1985, so that the total 
staff strength through the end of the project will be eight agronomes 
with refresher training to sharpen their weak managerial and technical 
skills. As previously discussed, the zonal fish stations -- all managed 
by ~g!:Q!!Q~~§ -- have been operating at significant financial losses 
across the board (Table 6). The agronomes' monthly reports are often not 
completed on time and contain incomplete and even fabricated information. 
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T~h!!LI. Posting of ~grQ!!Q!!!~§: Present Status and Proposed for 1986 and 
1987 

PPN Zone Present Number Future Recruitment 
in 1985 ------------------------------1----------------------------------1. Butare N. 1-/ 0 

2. Butare S. 1 If/ 
3. Gitarama 1 0 
4. G ikongoro 1 0 
5. Kigali - Bumbogo l~/ 0 
§~ __ gi§~~yi _________________ Q ________________________ f2L _______ _ 

Subtotals 5 

Total 8 

]j. Although officially ass igned since october 1984, this ~grQ!lQ!!!~ has 
not actively taken up his responsibilities. 

~/. Two ~grQ!!Q!!!~§ will return from training in Ivory Coast in August 
1985, and a third will be tranferred to the Project soon. Posting 
will be decided as necessary within the Project zones. 

~/. Although officially assigned to the PPN in January 1984, this 
~grQ!!Qm~ only began his field work in October 1984. 

Even more importantly, the ~grQ!!Q!!!~§_ do not routinely and regularly 
visit the l!!Q!!H~~r§ (2-3 times per month is recommended). Their lack of 
motivation and professionalism in their work is frequently cited by PPN 
supervisory staff and MINAGRI staff as cause for particular concern. The 
evaluation team does not understand why the Project Director tolerates 
such poor performance by the ~grQ!!Q!!!~§~ 

In an effort to strengthen the agronomes' managerial and 
technical skills, it is recommended that a series of training sessions be 
offered in collaboration with the National University of Rwanda. As may 
be confirmed by the university professors and the technical assistance 
team, several (3-4) week-long sessions are proposed. A draft course 
outline, which addresses the ~grQ!!Ql!!~§~ most obvious needs, is attached 
as Annex A. The following themes summari2e the proposed training: 

The ~grQDQ!!!~ as an Agent of Development 
The bgrQ!!Q!!!~ as Manager 

Technical Problems in Rural Fish Culture Development in Rwanda 
bgrQ!!Qm~§ should be taught the "training-and-visit method" of extension 
as well as techniques in using visual aids. Improvement of communication 
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sldlls zhould also be strensed. In the course of the training sessions, 
each participant group should anaiyze fish culture development in Rwanda, 
emphasizing the socio-cultural and economic constraints as well as the 
technical problems. In the process of strengthening skills, in managing 
money, people and equipment, the egrQnQm~§ should develop a more 
professional attitude towards their work. 'Personnel organization and 
efficient use of time should be stressed. Each ~grQnQ~~ should complete 
the training program with a position description and first annual work 
plan in hand. 

The technical component of the training program can be offered 
by PPN staff in 2-3 morning or afternoon sessions per week, with the 
majority of class time devoted to managerial and developmental training 
offered by UNR faculty. Obvious technical skill needs include fish 
handling, station management, pond construction, surveying techniques and 
cost estimating. Homework assignments and quizzes should be given 
regularly. Periodic evaluations to determine how effectively the 
~gr.2!}Q!!!~§ are absorbing the course material will also be essential. 

On the basis of preliminary discussi.ons, UNR facul ty members 
have expressed interest in assisting PPN staff to conduct this type and 
level of training through the university's outreach program (~~l~rr§iQrr 
Y!}lY~r§lt~jr~). It appears that other projects also have similar 
tn:lining needs. For example, the FAO Agricultural Intensification 
Project (RAW/81/0011 in the Butare prefectur~ has indicated serious 
interest in havlng its <;!g!:QrrQm~§ participate in such a training progrmn. 
"Outside" part,icipation would help to reduce costs and would also promote 
future interaction among ~g_r.=Q!}Q~~§ working in different disciplines (fish 
culture, livestock, agriculture, etc.). 

For any training to be effective, all trainees should be 
provided with suitable dormitory-type lodging. Tr3iners should have a 
place to study and, for no more than 4-5 students. This is not the 
situation at present at the Kigembe Center; the training facility 
includes one 5 X 9 meter room with 10 bunk beds to accomodate 20 
trainees. To remedy this situation, it is recommended that four small, 
abandoned houses on the property be renovated to serve as student 
housing. The cost of renovation would be marginal, especially in 
comparison with the benefit of a residential situation more conducive to 
effedive training and accommodation of both men and women. All trainees 
should be required to stay in the dormitory even if they live nearby. 
This keeps everyone together and on time for classes and field visits and 
also promotes team spirit. 

The costs of a revamped training program for the 9g!:QrrQ~!,::§_ 
along the lines discussed above should be included in the 1985 PPN work 
plan and covered by the project budget. Similar training in the Ivory 
Coast cost about $132.00/trainee/week in 1983. The Agricultural 
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Institute in Bouake (lAB) provided food and lodging for about 
$9.00/trainee/day. University faculty participated at a cost of $19.50 
per contact hour. To train a group of 14 ~grQnQm~~, total daily costs 
were $18.86/ trainee (Miller, 1983). The cost of training moniteurs in 
the Ivory Coast was about half the cost of 'training ~gn~!}2m~§:-'-----

Upon his assignment to a project zone, each ~g[QnQm~ is given a 
motorcycle and several items of equipment (Table 8). The total cost of 
the equipment is 11,991.25. This total, however, includes the cost of 
the motorcycle and helmet ($1,675.00) which is reimbursed by the 9g!:Q!}Qmg 
over time (about $70.00 per month) from his monthly indemnity. The 
adjusted, "real" cost of equipping an ~g[QnQ!!!~ is therefore $316.25. 

1~Q.!g_~.!.. Cost of Equipping an Agronome 

1 Yamaha Ag 175 motorcycle 
1 Motorcycle helmet 
1 Nylon backpack 
1 pocket calculator 
1 kidney belt 
1 handhe ld l.eve 1 
1 portable typewriter 

TOTAL 

1/ Reimbursed over time. 

______________ gQ~t _____________ _ 
___ E~ _________________ U~~~~ ___ _ 

(160,000) 11 
(7,500)11 

1,900 
700 

2,500 
4,525 

__ g~.LQQQ 

Frw 31,625 

( 1 , 600 . 00 ) 11 
(75.00)11 
19.00 
7.00 

25.00 
45.25 

___ ~fQ~QQ 

$316.25 

Development and training of senior staff shovld include 
participation in bimonthly meetings held on a rotaLiug basis in each of 
the five prefectures. Senior PPN staff, the technical assistance team 
and the ~g[Q!!Qm~~ should meet at the prefectural headquarters for these 
meetings which should last 2-3 days. The local agronome would host and 
arrange accommodations which would be paid by each participant from 
his/her indemnity allowance. Field visits to ponds should be organized 
to enable staff to thoroughly review and evaluate all local activities 
related to fish culture. The exchange of ideas and constructive 
criticism would be encouraged, and group resolution of practical problemH 
would be emphasized. Group discussions should focus on reviewing local 
efforts and reconunending future work. Such meetings would bring 
~g[QnQm~~ more into the mainstream of PPN activities and would also 
insure that senior PPN staff regularly visit each project zone. It is 
hoped that such meetings will strengthen team spirit among the PPN 
professional staff, although this obviously depends to a great extent on 
the PPN's top leadership. 

http:1,675.00
http:1,991.25
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As of January 1985, 33 moniteurs are working in communes in PPN 

-2 illQ~ii~~r~ in the Karago and Kibilira communes; 
inclusion of these communes in the Gisen~ri zone 

___ is proposed for the future. 
Sub-Total 25 

+8 ~Q~ii~~r2 now on board but who did not pass the 
pre-training qualifying test and may consequently 

___ be reassigned. 
Adjusted Total 33 ~QDi!~~r§ 

r)f the 33 !!!Q!}g~~r§, 13 were trained at the Kigembe Cen ter by the 
Training Advi.sor and counterpart in 1983. A group of !!!Q!}H~!!r§ was not 
trained in 1984 due to delays in completing installation of the water 
supply system at the Center. The second group of mQ!}!1~~r2 will be 
trained in 1985. 

In the field, the PPN-traineci mQ!}H~!!r2 have shown themselves to 
be motivated and knowledp;eable workers. To alleviate confusion nnd to 
provide more effective extension coverage, it is ['ecommended that the PPN 
only be responsible for stocking ponds in those areas, or communes within 
zones, where !!!Q!}i!~~r§ are active. Moniteurs will update a census of 
fish farmers and ponds (see Table 3) within their area of responsibility 
on a monthly basis. Two times per year the !!!QDi!~~r~ will undertake a 
complete census of fish farmers and ponds wi th i,n all zones. 
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rQ!;!!~_~: 
and 1987. 

Posting of Moniteurs. Present status and proposals for 1986 
USAID, Rwanda. 1985 Fishculture Project. 

PPN zone Estimated Future 
____ rr~~~Q1 _________ ~~!;!~r~________ ~~Q~r_12_Q~_Tr~iQ~g __ 
Total Number 19A6 1987 1985 II 1986 III 
~~!;!~L Tr~!Q~9 __________________________________________ _ 

1. Butare N. 8 2 6 8 4 2 
') Butare S . 9 .... 4 6 9 2 3 
3. Gitarama 811 .) / 

5!::1 5 6 1 1-2 
4. Gikongoro 3 3 4 4 1 0 
5. Kigali N. 4 2g/ 4 6 3 2-3 
6. Gisenyi 1 1 2 6 1 3-4 

---------------------------3~---------------------------------------------~~!;!=t21~1 ______ ~~ ____ __ lZ~L __ _ ~7 _______ ~~ _________ 1~ _______ 11=11 ___ _ 
TQ~91_________ _______ ________ _______ __________ _ _____ ~~_=_~§ ________ _ 

11 Includes 2 untrained A3 ~grQ!}QI.!!~§' working as extension agents. 

g; Includes 1 trained !!!Q!}H~~r who failed the ~Q!}H~~r guaH fying test. 
It is proposed that this I.!!Q!}!t~~r be replaced. 

~/ Th~_17_i!}~lgQ~~: 13 trained PPN 
2 trained ELADEP 
2 trained by ELADEP to be replaced (failed by entry 
test) 

The evaluation team interviewed a number of I.!!Q!}it~~r§. in the 
field and found them to be well trained. They understood technical 
problems and, following the training-and-visit method of extension, 
maintained a regular schedule of visits to fish farmers. With the 
exception of two, all the I.!!Q!}!t~~r§. who were interviewed were dynamic and 
communicated freely in French. Although French is not necessary for the 
moniteur to perform his job effectively, if he is weak in his 
French-speaking ability, he will tend to be weak in other essential 
skills, including basic math and a general ability to communicate. This 
observation was confirmed by senior Rwandan staff. [t is therefore 
recommended that all I.!!2Qil~gr~ be proficient in French and that their 
training be conducted in French. This will also allow the technical 
assistance team to train and support Rwandan instructors participating i.n 
~2Qit~gr training. 

The course content for the I.!!Q!}il~!:!r§.' training program is 
appropriate, and its practical emphasis is applauded.[n view of 
experience gained from fielding the first group of I.!!QQit~Yr~~ some 
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modifications have been suggested, including a greater emphasis on 
extension methods and demonstrations in the rural milieu, the importance 
of feeding fish, the importance of pond fertilization and the need to 
prevent entry of wild fish into the ponds .. ~ath tutoring and swimminl( 
lessons are possible additional subjects for instrur~ion. The use of 
visual aids, including video recording equipment, in training can be very 
useful in helping trainees present better demonstrations. In this 
regard, it is recommended that trainees present both impromptu and 
prepared lectures and demonstrations of the class and in primary schools 
throughout the period of training. This will strenl(then their abilities 
to communicate effectively. 

It is suggested that the first week of training serve as a 
"total immersion"/intensive initiation to fish culture. This training 
technique has proven effective anI) is used to introduce trainees to all 
the major themes of practical fish fanning extension in the first six 
days of training: ponds are drained: fish are fed, handled and 
transported; production and feed quotients are calculated; demonstrations 
are given; trainees' math ability is tested; homework is assigned, etc. 
This technique prepares trainees for what will follow during the training 
progrcun and serves as a powerful motivator. 

Training should be organized to provide th'O weekly home\vork 
assignments and one test per week. The trainees' time must be fully 
occupied. Of course such attention calls for dedicated instructors who 
arrive on time with a prepared presentation. If an instructor is Hbaent, 
the training director must be prepared to substitute. 

Given the need to provide refres~~r training to the ~g[QgQ~~~ 
(see Section 2 above) and other ~lanned training activities, it is 
recommended that only one group of I!!Q!:!i.!:.~~[~ be trained in 1985. The 
Training Advisor and counterpart are encouraged to invite "outsi.de" 
instructors to assist in conducting the training. Possible instructors 
include UNR faculty and Mr. Roger Larribe, an extension specialist wIth 
the FAa Agricultural Intensification Project. The latter contact offered 
to present classes on extension methods Lncluding "!~~2E[Q~b~_~~_2~y~c.m." 
(Mr. Larribe was very effective in assisting with the training of fish 
culture extension agents in Central African Republic where a member of 
the evaluation team was based.) It is recommended that the Training 
Advisor and counterpart approve the curriculum content of all training 
\.,.hich may be offp,red by "outside" instructors. This wi 11 assurp, a 
measure of quality control on the content, will help in training Rwandan 
instructors and facilitate preparation of a training manuaUs). This 
latter recommendation should be applied to all levels of training. 

Ba~ed on the cost of training 13 !!!2DH~!:!-[§ over a period of 
three months in 1983, a unit cost of Frw 317, or $3.17, has been 
calculated. The costs are presented in Table lCJ. This compares 
favorably with similar training conducted in the Ivory Coast. 
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T~Q1~_1Q: Costs of Training Moniteurs 

Location: Kigembe Center 
Number of Trainees: 13 
Training Period: 3 months, from 9/5/83 - 12/2/83 representing 425 hours 
of instruction 

l!!E!!i 
Food - 130 Frw/trainee/day 
Classroom materials - paper, pens, etc. 
Equipment 
Medicines 
Night guards - 2-3 months 
Kitchen staff - " " 
Steward 
Hostel Manager 

QQ~i_{m~l 
189,547 
33,617 
74,278 

2,900 
22,500 
24,000 
9,000 

__ ~§iQQQ 

Sub-Total 391,842 
Minus costs attributed to retraining 10 mQnil~~r~ 

·during a portion of training 
period (8/28/83-9/3/83) _=gQL~g1 

Adjusted Total Frw 371,518 = $3,715.18 

Summary: f.rw 28,578/trainee - 3 months 
Frw ~n 7/trainee/day 

It now costs $244.25 to equip a ~Q!!il~!![ CTable 11). Some 50% 
of this is the cost of a bicycle. Costs are approximately double in 
Ivory Coast, although the Ivorien ~Q!!ii~!![ is provided additional 
equipment and tools (such as wheelbarrows) which he can loan to fish 
farmers for pond construction. The costs of training and equipping 
~Q!!H~!![~ may increase as the annual training expands and more visual 
aids and manuals are used. 

T~Ql~_l!: Cost of Equipping a Moniteur 

____________ QQ~i ___________ _ 
____ f~ _____________ y~§~~ ___ 

1 bicycle + saddle bag 12,500 125.00 
1 bucket 350 3.50 
1 pair of rubber boots 1,200 12.00 
1 hand scale (peson) 750 7.50 
1 agricultural dictionary 350 3.50 ... 
1 Appointment book 400 4.00 
1 seine net 7.5mx 1. 2m x 6mm 4,200 42.00 
1 dip net 600 6.00 
1 canvas backpack 900 9.00 
1 bndheld level 1,700 17.00 
1 folding rule w/secchi disc attachmt. 70C 7.00 
1 knotted string for measuring ponds 
1 pocket thermometer ._119. ___ 1~1§' 

Total Frw 24,425 $244.25 

http:3,715.18
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o. ~E~£i~!!~~g_Tr~ini~g_erQgr~~_fQr_Qih~[_g[Q~E~_~ng 
In~tii~t!Qm~ 

Efforts to train other groups, such as the CERAI teachers, 
scouts, UNR students and specialized workers on zonal fish stations 
(construction foremen, etc.) indicate the importance which the PPN 
training staff pl~ces on supplementary extension outreach. Those 
Rwandans who have received such specialized training are now support.Lnl! 
the PPN with an effective voice for fish culture development at many 
different levels and in different institutions. The phased practical 
training course which has been developed for CERAI teachers is ~oth 
innovative and effective. The practical training course for stalion 
workers addresses the identified need for improved station management. 

Each ~g[QnQ,!!~ assig.led to <1 zonal fish station should prepat"e an 
annual work plan in collaboration with the Extension Advisor and 
counterpart. Although an annual work plan may be developed during the 
agrunomes' refresher traIning program (see Section 2 above), the work 
plan should again be reviewed and approved by the Extension Advisor. The 
\oJor\{ plan shou!d include quantitative targets to be accomplished during 
the year. Examples of such targets include: 

- the number of new fish farmers 
- the number of renovated fish ponds 
- the number of new fish ponds 
- the number of "project ponds" ("active") ponds to be managed 
- the number of ll!Q!!ii~~[~ to be supervised 
- the number of site visits to be undertaken 
- the type of data to be collected on pond construction 
- the number of pond harvests with complete data 
- the number of practical demonstrations to be undertaken 
- the number of ponds to be managed for both fingerling 

production and fish production at the zonal fish station. 

On the basis of the annual work plan, a position description for 
each ~gr2D2m~ should then be prepared which sharply defines his/her 
responsibilities. The position description should be prepared in 
collaboration with the Extension Advi30r and counterpart. A copy should 
be provided to t.he ~g[Q!!2'!!~, and his/her continuing assignment to the PPN 
should be annually evaluated on the basis of actual perfonnance measured 
against the responsibilities and accomplishments agreed upon in the 
position description and annual work plan. 

Pursuant to the above recommendations, an annual work plan with 
quantitative targets and position description should also be prepared for 
each !!I9!Jl.!:~.'Jr-!. The work plan and position description should be prepared 
jointly by the Extension Advisor and counterpart and the ~g[Q!!Q,!!~

supervisor in collaboration with the !!IQnl!~y[~ 
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This personnel management technique will result in more 
responsible staff. On the basis of annual performance evaluations and 
accountability to quantifiable targets, the "best" ~g!:2!!Q!!!~ and !!!Q!!H~!:!r 
of the year can be ident i fied. A\ ... ards can be presented, and thus a 
competitive team spirit to perform well is·encouraged. 

Annual retraining of both agronomes and moniteurs is reconunended 
in an effort to maintain motivation and keep staff informed of new 
techniques in fish culture technology and extesnion met.hodology. Aft.er 
new !!!Q!!H~!:!r~ have been trained, it is advisable to schedule their first 
refreshe~ training within six months. Newly trained personnel can become 
easily discouraged when first starting fish culture extension work, and a 
short r~~Y~l!:!g~ can quicldy and effectively solve some frustrating 
problems and improve morale in general. The organization of such 
refresher training sessions and the selection of appropriate themes are 
facilitated if staff complete questionnRires several months before the 
training. The highest priority problems are thus identified and can 
serve as the primary themes. 

It has been stated above that management of the zunal fish stations 
must be greatly improved. The proposed training sessions in improved 
methods of handling fish for station laborers is a step in the right 
direction. Another important step which should be taken in the fuiure is 
the operation of each fish station on a self-financing basis. This will 
require reducing personnel and selling both fingerlings and 
conunercial--sized fish. An economic evaluation of each station, including 
both production and financial (profit and loss) projections, should be 
conduct.ed as the first step. 

Improved fingerling production techniques should be immediately 
employed. It is suggested that the techniques used in Ivory Coast, and 
discuesed in the Extension's Advisor's trip report on his visit to the 
Tropical Forestry Center, also be used in Rwanda. These techniques are 
sununarized in Annex B. Even with modifications of the Ivory Coast 
techniques to suit conditions in Rwanda, it is estimated that at least 
5,000 fingerlings/are/year, or one-fifth of the fingerling production 
achieved in Ivory Coast (25,OOO fingerlings/are/year), can be produced. 
A key factor in high fingerling production is heavy feeding and 
fertilization. In this regard, the Runyinya (Butare North) zonal fish 
station appeared to be the best man:Jg~d; the ponds had the best 
phytoplankton blooms of all the stations visited by the evaluation team. 
Such good green water, as observed at Runyinya, is the key to successful 
Iil~Ei~ production. 

Following the completion of pond renovations at each station, a 
r1etailed management plan should be prepared and then il .. t>lemented. This 
is a serious need for all stations, especially Kigembe. Documentation of 
pond management at all stations now lacks details. Species have often 
been \ ... eighed tOI!ether and reported as "varied:" and sub-samples have not. 
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been taken to determine mean weights. It is also very obvious that 
fish-handling techniques are poor; station records have indicated repeated 
cases of low survival rates of fish - often less than 50%. Such 
calculations were frequently ~ot possible when mean and total weights at 
both stocking and harvest were not recorded. 

A review o~ individual pond records indicates many management 
problems which apply to all the zonal fish stations. These problems are 
st~marized in Table 12. It should be noted that a review of the records 
at Kigembe indicate that the best-managed ponds were those tended by 
trainees. 

T~hl~_l~: General Fish Station Management Problems in Rwanda 

Poor fish-handling techniques resulting in high mortality at 
pond harvests 
Iil~Ei~ brood ponds with mixed species 
limited feedin~ of low-quality fish feeds 
very little fertilization of ponds 
activities poorly documented (lack of numbers and mean wei!{hts 
of fish, etc.) 
low productions 
lack of station management plans 
large annual financial losses 
fish stocked in wrong ponds by workers 
productions incorrectly calculated 

The total requirement for fingerlings f0r fish culture in Rwanda 
could easily be met from 2-3 well-managed regional fingerling production 
stations. The advantages are obvious from both the practical and economic 
points of view. Because Rwanda is a relatively small count.ry, f tsh can bf~ 

delivered from the south to the north tn less than ten hours. Fish 
tranport has already been perfected by the PPN staff: for example, on two 
occasions, tilapia fingerlings were transported. A total of about 15,000 
fingerlings were transported with less than 5% mortality. 

If there are about 4,000 ponds covering 120 hectares in Rwanda, only 
1.75 ha. of ponds would be required to stock all the ponds at the current 

.J 
density of 1 fingerling per 1.5m~. This calculation assumes that a finger-
ling production rate of 5,000 fingerlings/are/year can be achieved, as 
discussed above. With 77 ponds of varying sizes, including commercial 
productlon-sized ponds, covering ten hectares and on-site training 
facilities, the Kigembe Center and national fish farm is one of the finest. 
government fis~ stations in Africa. In 1984 a total of 10,354 Kg. of fish 
were harvested. Of this total, only 2,509 kg of marketable fish were sold; 
and estimated 690 kg of fingerlings (about 69,000) were distributed: and 
nnd 3,402 K!{. of fish were used to stock other ponds. [t therefore appears 
that 3,757 Kg. of fish are unaccounted for. Unfortunately such poor 
management has gone on for years. rhis example reinforces the recommen
dation for the preparation and implementation of sound station management 
plans. Good management of commercial production is, in the long term, in 
the best interests of rural fish culture development. If fish culture 
cannot be demonstrated to be an economically viable enterprise on 
government stations, can the practice be extended to farmers? 
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Althouah a sound extension methodology is being practiced in the 
PPN, several suggestions are offered where improvements can be made. 
Each moniteur should have a fish culture manual or guide for easy 
refer~~~~-~h~n he encounters farmers' problems. Also, both organized and 
impromptu praciical demonstrations should be offered to groups of farmers 
whenever and whereever possible. Although Rwandans do not need to be 
convinced to practice fish farming, they must be taught sound fish pond 
management practices. 

Another valuable extension technique is the use of visual aids, and 
it is suggested that 11!.2!}H~~r~ and ~gr.Q!}.Q!!!~§ be provided with several 
different types of aids. In many countries the booklet "Simon Raises 
Fish" has been successfully used to suppm"t extension messages. This 
black~and-white, 48 page guide to fish farming was developped in the 
Central African Republic. Farmers are encouraged to color each page with 
attention drawn to such details as the color of a pond before and after 
compost applications. Althol1gh the booklet is composed of full-page 
drawings with little text, a story is presented whlch conveys many 
technical pointers in fish culture, such as construction of proper dike 
slopes, appropriate fish species for culture, feeds and fertilization, 
harvestj ng fish, etc. Fish culture condi tions in Rwanda may, however, 
necessit3te either an adapted version of the booklet or the pUblication 
of a similar guide. I,'or examp le, "Simon Raises Fish" Y-)commends:1 . 
stocking density of two fingerlings/m2; this may be too high for 
conditions in Rwanda. 

Such a booklet can be a very valuable aid for extensi.on al{ents on 
their daily visits with farmers. If a farmer has a practical ~roblem, 
such as poor dike construction, or no method of screening entry water or 
no compost pile, the extension agent can discuss the problem and then 
show the former how "Simon" solved the same problem. This type of 
booklet is something "written" and that is very important and convincing 
to farmers. With mUltiple copies, the !!!Qn!1~~r can also use a booklet or 
guide for group demonstrations. Three or four farmers can share one copy 
during such meetings. 

The following table lists other extension aids which have been 
developed and successfully used in fish culture extension in Africa. The 
use of a combination of these aids is recommended to strengthen the PPN 
extension service. 
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T~Ql~_l~. Various Visual Aids Used in Fish Culture Extension in Africa 

- booklets for introducing fish farming 
- technical booklets such as "Simon Raises Fish" 
- a flip-chart format of the general and technical booklets 

posters 
- printed tee-shirts 
- Viewmaster with stereo-paired pictures (used in Ivory Coast; a 

model is in Rwanda) 
- flannelograph (as demonstrated in Ivory Coast, an animated 

~Q.!]H~~!: can progressively develop ideas with this for group 
demonstrations) 

- films on technical subjects (FAO is possible source) 
- Slide shows (film strips can be shown on a l2v projector) 
- blackboards 
- music cassettes (traditional groups recorded music/songs about 

fish farming in Ivory Coast) 

V. T~~U~I~~1_~~e~~T~ 

A. Ei2b_~~1~~[~_I~£bnQ1Qg~_2n9_I~£bn!g~~§ 

The fish culture techniques which are being applied in the PPN 
are generally yalid and represent proven methods developed in both Rwanda 
and other African countries. The ex":!rience and performance of the 
technical assistance team are evaluated as technically sound and very 
positive. The introduction of improved fish transport technicques, the 
use of holding tanks and tile extension methodology have already had a 
positive effect on fish culture development. The mQnil~Y[!~ trainin~ 
course has proven to be very effective. Under these circumstances, the 
evaluation team was disappointed to hear the ProJ~ct Director's critical 
remarks challenging the technical competence of the technical assistance 
Lernn. On the basis of consultations with all the PPN slaff at all 
levels. the evaluation team has concluded that these criticisms are 
unfair and unfoundej. The evaluation team seriously counterproductive to 
the success implemellu'!t ion of the PPN and to the advancement of fish 
culture in general in Rwanda. 

Feeding and fertilization must be greatly improved if fish 
culture is to succeed in Rwanda. As has happened in ot.her countries, the 
present baseline production of 4.13 kg/are/year is so low that farmers 
may abandon their ponds. Although there is strong competition for 
organic wastes and agricultural by-products, the PPN should attempt to 
dem!)nstr~te t.hat f1sh culture offers an efficient and productive IlS(~ of 
these protlucts. (The report "The Technical, Economic, financial and 
Social FeasibilIty of Small-Scale ~urHl Fish Culture Develo?ment in 
Rwanda," by IJ.W. Schmidt and M.M .. J. Vinr.:l<e from the FAO Fisheries 
Department (Uecpmber 1980) proposes several strategies along these lines 
which should be evaluated by the technical assistance team. 'j 
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The evaluation team's visits to rural ponds did not indicate that 
fanners are practicing either heavy feeding or composting. Compost piles 
should be turned and be exposed to pond water. Although good 
phytoplankton blooms were present in several ponds, feeding and 
composting must be greatly increased. Demonstrations are a useful 
technique to convince farmers of the benefit of these practices. 
The evaluation team noted that some farmers insist on letting water 
continually flow in and out of their ponds. This is a very bad technical 
practice because water fertility is never improved. Fertility can only 
be improved through stagnation. This problem was also observed at 
several zonal fish stations. 

It is recommended that raising pigs, ducks and chickens in 
association with fish ponds be encouraged. Initial experimentation may 
be possible in collaboration with another project which is working to 
improve small animal husbandry. Very good results are being obtained in 
raisIng pigs and ducks with fish in Zambia and Central Africa Republic. 
For example, in Bangui, fish product ion was increased from 3 tons/ha/yeat" 
to more than 10 tonslhalyear when wastes from one pig/are of pon!1 surface 
directly entered the pond. Similar results have been attained in Asia. 
Although there may be problems in developing this type of associated 
culture in Rwanda, many adaptations of pig-fish have been developed to 
take into consider~tion traditions and local customs. Consi~erable 

documentation is available on this subject. 

~uch discussion during the evaluation concerned the density of 
stocking 1'.u~Ei9 and the length of production which is reqUIred to 
produce marketable fish in Rwanda. The cool climate in Rwanda would seem 
to call for a reduced stockIng density from the 21m2 (20,000/ha.) used in 
other African countries. Sl~wer growth would be expected. On Lhe other 
hand, initial production data, although inconclusive, indicate that 
temperature is not a negative factor for growth as originally assumed 
Rwandan conditions. It has been determined, however, that feed and 
fertilizer inputs playa major role in fish production, and for this 
reason the PPN should exploit all possible sources. 

The technical specialist on the evaluation team recommends 
consideration of a greater stocking rate for ril~Ei~~ Fish survival in 
rural ponds is a continuing problem, and a greater initial stocking rate 
would insure both more fish at harvest and serve to increase production. 
Stocking density is also based in part on the preferred size of fish at 
harvest. From an economic point of view, the fish f<lrmer should raise 
fish only to the minimum acceptable size for the local market. A 
special study to evaluate market demands and the general consumer 
preference for the size of <1 fish should be undertaken to resolve the 
question of stocking density. 
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Now that mQn11~~r§ have seines, periodic sampling -- perhaps 
every six weeks -- should be done on a regular basis. If the results of 
a sample are poor, i.e., initial fish growth is found to be slow, the 
mQn!1~~[ has some positive leverage to encourage the farmer to increase 
feeding and compostin!"{ and/or stop other poor practices, such as letting 
water continually flow through a pond. 

[n an effort to intensify sound pond management practir.es by 
farmers, it is recommended that concentrated extension servicp.s be 
providerl by the mQnH~~r§ and ~grQm~m~§ to selected "model farmers." 
This extension technique is being practiced in other agricultural/rural 
development projects. The PPN should seek further information on the 
relative success of this approach. 

The PP envisioned construction activities in a number of 
lucations throughout Hwan(ia. The largest'portion of construction would 
ocr.ur at Kigp.mbe which was proposed as a Ilational training center in fish 
cut ture. Construction activities would then focus on 3 of 10 prefectural 
fish stations - Butare (Runyinya), Gikongoro and Gitarama. Renovation 
3nd equipping of the other 7 prefectural stations would occur over the 
remaining lifp. of the project. 

At Kigembe renovation of the three existing houses and the 
office/garagp./storage building, plus the construction of new facilities 
1'01' train,inr{ and administration were outlined. New building requirement.s 
included a dormitory for 20 students, a multi-purpose hall and a 
kitchen/store. 

The PP outlined only minor renovations for the building 
containing the office, garage and storage rooms. The garage would be 
converted into additional office space. The houses, however, required 
more p.xtensive repairs including plumbing, roofing, pawting and lJew 
doors and windows. Since the potable water supply system for the complex 
had deteriorated, it would have to be completely replaced. 

Building construction and renovations at Kigembe would be carried 
out by local contractors and for the most part use locally available 
materials including brick, mortar, timber and metal roofing. 

The PP envisioned only minor maintenance work to the fish ponds 
Gnd interior distribution canals at Kigembe. Work would include repairs 
to inlp.t and outlet structures and would be required on the main supply 



canal and the weir that diverts water into the supply canal. A permanent 
weir below the existing wood and stone dam was recommended. If the weir 
proved impractical, the PP recommended inst.allation of improving t.he 
existing diversion weirs. Recommendations were also made to line the 
supply canals to minimize scour and seepage losses and to prevent weed 
growth. Canals would be designed with sufficient water velocities and 
side slopes to minimize snail habitats. 

The PP noted that the river could be used for hydroelectric power 
production with the installation of a mini-hydro facility producing 3-7 
kw of power. A feasibility study could be done through another AID 
project (Alternative Energy Project). Funding for the mini-hydro 'mit 
was not, however, included in the project budget. 

At each of the ten prefectural fish stations a small warehouse of 
60 square meters would be constructed using bricks, mortar, wood and 
corrugated iron roofing sheets. All design and construction work Iyoulu 
be done by Rwandan firms. Inspections would be performed by the 
technical assistance team. A HEDSO engineer would review the design work 
and also make regular inspections. 

Although the PP noted that no sophisticated construction was 
required, the need for a competent works staff to maintain the Kigembe 
Center and the ten prefectural fish stations was stressed. A truck would 
be supplied to the maintenance team along with sets of basic tools for 
Kigl~rnbe and t.he ten other centers. 

The construction cost estimates presented in the PP are as 
follows: 

!Hg~!!!Q~ 
Houses (3) 
Office/storage/garage building 
Potable water system 
Dorm/kitchen/multi-purpose hall 
Ponds 
Main Canal 
Weir 
Erosion control 
Drying pads 

Er~f~gi~r~l_Ei§h_~t~iiQn§_[lQl 
Pond/canal 
Warehouse/office 

Engineering services :10%1 
Contingencies (15%) 

Truck (IT. flatbed) 
Tools (11 sets) 

Sub-Total 

350 m2 

85 m2 
600 
220 m2 

lump sum 
200 M 
lump sum 
lump sum 
200 m2 

lump sum 
500 m2 

8,800 
850 

2,400 
82,000 

2,500 
6,000 
7,500 

300 
2,000 

5,000 
l§Q.LQQQ 
267,350 
26,650 
11.L1QQ_ 
$3:38,200 
15,000 
lL_QQ~L 

:t26,OOO 
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Although the PP did not include a detailed construct;.on pian, 
construction to date has fallen well behind schedule. The only building 
construction has occurred at Kigembe with the completion of the 
administration/training facility. The potable water system should be 
completed by the end of February 1985. Renovation of the office/storage' 
garage building should be completed about the same time. Funds for the 
construction of an office/warehouse and fish holding tanks for the 
Gitarama, Kigali, Hutare North and Gikongoro zones and the renovations to 
the three houses at Kigembe wi 11 be made availab Ie when the worl< p Ian for 
1984 is accepted. 

Construction of the Kigembe training facility was carried out 
under a FAR procedure using a Rwandan contractor. The facility was 
desihfTIed by a locnl architect engineer. Inspection visits were made 
monthly by the HEDSO engineer and weekly by the OAR/R's engineer (PSC;. 
~o major problems were encountered during construction and the work was 
completed in ~Iay 1984. It should be noted, however, that the 
construction contrnct was signed until approximately two years aft0r the 
signing cf the Project Agreement. Construction of the potable water 
system and renovation of the office/storage/garage building is also b~in~ 
donp. under FAR procedures. All future c'onstruction will lil<ewise use FAR 
prOCedUl"es. 

Construction funds earmarked in PILs total io"rw 9.53 million: Frw 
6.38 million for the construction of the training center and Frw 3.15 
million for the water system, office/storage/gnrar(e building and for some 
minor changes to tbe neW training building. When earmarked, the Frw 9.53 
million was equivalent to $103,140. The earmarked funds can be compared 
to the p.stimates in tbe Project Paper as follows: 

Training facility 
Water system 
Renovation to office 

Total 

~~!:Il!~!:~§:~ 
$ 74,376 

18,174 
__ !Ql.§~Q 
$103,500 

~.!.~.!.~§.UIl!~!.Q 
$82,000 

2,400 
850 -------

$85,250 

While the training center came in under budget, the water system 
and renovations to the office/storage/garage building were greater thnn 
estimated in the PP. The water system must be approximately 1.1 h~ long, 
rather than the 600 meters estimated in the PP and installation has also 
included capping springs and construction of a storage tank with 
corrections for nearby villages. Renovations to the office bUilding also 
were more extensive than originally planned and included extensive 
demolition of walls, construction of new walls, installation of metal 
doors and window frames, windows, painting and installation of electrical 
wiring and fixtures (in anticipation of electrification within several 
years). The costs were compared to the costs of similar construction in 
Rwanda to determine reasonableness. Estimates were discussed in detail 
wi~h "nn~r::lr~nr". 
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Construction of a permanent weir and electrification of the 
training facility at Kigembe were considered in late 1983 early 1984. A 
design for the weir was submitted by a local firm and costs for both rliese.L 
power and photo-voltaic cells were estimated. Both of these items however, 
have a low priority in terms of present construction activit.y. The wood 
and stone weir functions, although it has to be replaced after heavy flows 
in the river. During its reconstruction, which takes a'few days, there is 
little disruption of the activities at the fish ponds since water from the 
supply canals is only needed on an intermittent basis. A less costly 
design for the weir has been prepared by the PSC engineer. Basically, 
wooden piles would be driven into the river bed at intervals across its 
width and stones would then be used to control the height of water. 

As discussed above, funds for electrification of the Kil(embe Center 
were not included in the project budget. Capital costs for a generator 
would be about $23,000, while operating costs for fuel, assuming 4 hours 
per day of running time, would be about $6,200 per year. The mini-hydro 
option was not analyzed in detail because it would involve the construction 
of a weir and because the other capital costs for the penstock, turbine, 
generator, housing and distribution system would be too great. Within the 
context of the GOR's rural electrification program, however, trunk lines 
will probably be placed in the environ of Kigembe within the next several 
years. It may then ~e feasible to tap into that system. 

Little work has been done to date on lining the supply canals at 
Kigembe, although minor maintenance wotk (i.e., cleani~g of vegetatioll) has 
been done. Seepage does not seem to be a major problem. The project 
Director has suggested a major undertaking to reinforce the levees along 
the ri.ver bed with concrete walls. There is some evidence of damage to a 
couple of levees. The technical assistance team has reinforced levees in 
several zones by installing clay cores to prevent seepage. 

Construction is not a major component of the project in budgetary 
terms; out of total AID funding of $2.47 million, construction is budgeted 
at $340,000. Unless construction is speedily completed, however, training 
and extension activities will suffer. 

The first priority should be to let contracts for the construction 
of storerooms/offices and holding tanks at the Kigali, Butare North, 
Gitarama and Gikongoro zonal fish stations. Without these, training and 
fingerling production will suf~~r. Preliminary designs and estimates of 
materials are in hand. The practice of using FAR contacting should be 
continued since it is working well. Other contracting methods, such as 
direct AID or AID-host country contracts, would take appreciably longer. 
Because of the size of the contract for the four stations, which will be 
approximately 375,000, the PPN might have to procure some of the building 
materials and turn them over to the contractor. This should not present a 
problem as long as quotes from at least three suppliers are obtainerl to 
demonstrate conformity with sound business practices and AID small-value 
procurement procedures. It is noted, however, that in most cases there is 
only one supplier of a particular material (e.g., PVC pipe). 
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Although only recently completed, the training admlnistratlon 
facility at Kigembe will be stretched if 15-20 trainees are resident as 
intended. There is now inadequate space for sleeping accommodations, a 
dining room, a kitchen and offices for Director, the technical assistance 
team and the secretarial and accounting staff. 

One viable option is to renovate four small abandoned houses on 
the center's property about one half kilometer from the facility. 
Renovation would cost about $3,000 per house, or a total of 512,000. All 
the 'orainees could be lodged and the present dormi tory room can be turned 
\nto a classroom or lab/study area. The present dormitory requires bunk 
beds with little or no separation between them and no provision for 
separate male and female sleeping quarters. 

A lower priority should be assigned to the construction of a 
sophisticated weir at Kigembe. The solution of using wood piles with 
roclis to control the water level seems adequate. 

Although the Project Director has expressed interest in 
reinforcing the levees along the river bed, this is an expensive task, 
about $60,000, that cannot be directly related to the extension and 
training focus of the project. The existing levees, except in a few 
areas, are in good shape. Some work might be done (with non-project 
funds) to shore up the weaker levees. Before this is attempted, however, 
a general maintenance pt-ogralD to clean out vegetat ion and ma,Jor 
obstructions in the river bed should be undertaken. These obstructions 
channel the flow around the main river bed, causing scouring of the 
levees. 

The PP pointed out the need for proper operation and maintenance 
of the buildings and the canals and ponds. To date performance, 
particularly canal and pond maintenance, has been spotty. ~ore effort 
should be made to remove vegetation in the canals to reduce scouring and 
reduce the habitat for the schistosomiasis-causing snails. 

The degree of technical backstopping being provided by the 
technical assistance tearn with help from the REDSO and OAR/R engineers is 
adequate to properly supervise the design and construction activities. 

VI. ~Q~1~1_~Q~NQ~~~~ 

A. erQj~£i_l~E~£i_~Q_~~n~fl£l~rY_ln£lQ~n£~ 

The first ponds stocked by the PPN were drained in February, 1985. 
Based on that small sample, yields varied between 4-15 kg/arel 
year. The average was 8 kg/are/year. An estimation of 3-4 kg/are/year 
for ponds outside the project zone has been solicited from PPN personnel 
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and farmers. A yield of 7-·8 kg/are/year amon~ t'PN ponds is considered 
good at this time. To date, there is not sufficient production data to 
indicate the extent of the impact of the PPN upon pond yield. If the 
yields continue to average 7-8 kg/are/year among ponds first stocked by 
the PPN this past year, then a significant.first-yield goal will have 
been reached. The distribution of the harvest continues to be largely 
tmknuwn, especially for ponds with higher production levels. 

Among farmers Nhose ponds had not been reached by the PPN at the 
time of their last harvest, it has been reported (see Annex C) that no 
more than 25% of the harvest, usually meager, is sold; the remainder is 
consumed on the farm, either fresh or in preserved form (usually as 
flour). With yields as low as 10 kg/12-18 month period for small ponds 
(3 ares), neither the nutrit ional nor the financial impact of fish 
culture has been significant to date. It very much remains to be seen 
over the remaiing 30 munths of the PPN whether production can be 
increased to a level whereby income and improved nutrition become 
significant. 

Fish farmers in the PPN have been selected in a democratic manner to 
date, insofar as the attributes of individual farm families have been 
suppressed in favor of geographical criteria. The ~~r~i~ to be reached 
by the extension program is identified, and those ponds concentrated 
within it can become 'project ponds. Some are individually owned, while 
others are operated by the members of a cooperative. The ponds are in 
various states of (dis)array. In contrast to the procedure followed in 
other projects in Rwanda for extending technology, which is througn a 
"progressive" farmer program, pond accessibility is the basic criterion 
for participation in the PPN. Where ponds are concentrated, the impact 
of the IBQ!.li!~!:!!:~2 message is more efficiently spread. The content of that 
message is compatible with the Rwandan agro-economic environment: locally 
available and readily obtainable materials are promoted for use in 
improved fish culture. These include bamboo inlet and overflnw tubes; 
farm waste, in the form of colocase and cabbage leaves, as fish feed; 
pond waste, such as mud, as field fertilizer; and on-farm fingerling 
production. The purchase of fish f~eds has been advised only for farmers 
undertaking intensive fish culture. The PPN therefore promotes a 
self-reliant technology. 

The PPN has necessarily followed a policy or limited farmer 
participation in order not to over-extend the capability of its extension 
service. While some families thus have been excluded the PPN will offer 
publicized demonstrations of fish culture techniques ~~r_l~_!~r£~i!.l; it 
is hoped that interested farmers will attend them, even if extension 
staff cannot yet visit their farms. 

A potentially more serious problem concerns the allocation of IB~rgi~ 
land to farmers wishing to practice fish culture. Farmer participation 
in the PPN presumes access to a poneL The present system fa Uowed by the 
commune l imi ts farmer access to the !!I~£~_t~ whether for agriculture or 
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fish culture. It is the Qou.r~§.tre. the senior administrator of the 
commune, who ultimatelY approves or disapproves a farmer's request for a 
parcel in the !!).Qrais. The dch al1ricul tural hmd in the valleys, once used 
as I?W3ture for the b(doved cattle of the wealthy, now is farmed by lhos(~ 

fortunate enough to have been allocated a parcel. More Rwandans want 
parcels in lhe marais than there are sites avai1able. The criteria by which 
a bourtPDes tre allocates parcels are not publicized. It is likel y lhey [ln~ 

idiosyncratic. Nor is there a national' policy on the percentage 0
00 

100nel in 
the rnarui§ which may bp. devoted to fish culture. !\s the ma,!:ai§ is h(!<lv i 1 y 
farmed in the dry season (June-September) and during times of unlic:ipat.(o!d 
food shortage (such as the final 6 months of 1984). when beans and sorghum 
may be cultivated in addition to the ubiqullous sweel. potato, the uses Lo 
which the marais is put and the decisions governing them are of cons idernb I (~ 
imporlance. The si!~ificance for the PPN is twofold: with the construction 
of new ponds, and especially if fish culture becomes more profitable, 
participation in the PPN may be increasingly a function of poliHenl 
factors; secondly, fish farmers are advised to grow crops whose by--prodL:cts 
can be fed to fish, such as colocase, sweet. potato, cabbal1e and m,mior:, <IS 

well as high-value crops which can benefit from the irrigation potentia] nne! 
nutrients from thp. por!d, such ::15 c:1rrot.s, lomatoes and f!I!Lfplanl., nenl' tbl~ 

pond. This symbiosis is desirable biologically, and also encourages better 
pnnd surveillance. The policy pursued by the cOJUlDune wi th n!l~anl I.d ~ ~:.-~ 

association of parcels in the marais and the crops to be raised the!'"(!~n t:hus 
have a direct impact upon the make-up of the participant farmers and the 
:l':a.ilabUit.y and accp.ssibi Lity of food waste for feedinrr fi.sh. f!. is 
recommended that the technical assistance team monitor the allocati.on and 
usp. of ma rai ~; 1 and as !: ~(~y bf"!ar upun the rPN. The i.:l'l(!s Uga t ion of ~ ~~,,~, r' 

top ks w-i 11 be pursued as · .... e 11 through the soc.ioecorwll: i r: survey to be 
undertaken in ~arch 1985. 

The role of women in fish culture has not been clearly demonstro~lt.ed to 
ndate. Ndengejeho (1980 Et!,!de Ereparatoire d'un Projet Piscicole) rp.port~~ 
that family labor for fish culture is divided among men, women and eh i Idrf"!n: 
t.he women are responsible for stocking and feecl:i:llr. On-farm int.ervit~ht; 
during the first two years of the project, however, revp.al otherwise: ponds 
appf!ar to be martal~c:d ent..irely by either men or women. It is poss ib le, t.hen 
given the high proportion of mnle-operated ponds, that the PPN will hnve 
little direct impact upon women. It. is advisable, therefore, t.o iDake::.n 
explicit effort to include women in PPN activities. At present, there is 
one women's cooperative participating in the PPN; the counterpart of the 
Training Advisor is a woman; and women from the Nyagahanga Women's 
Agricultural School have received training. Althou~!h PPN has not ident i fied 
women's cooperatives specifically for participation, priority has bp.en given 
to fish cleaning ~mcl prp.paration. Programs are l":!i:t~\ ... i~:;e planned for the 
regional health center, where attendance by women is significant. In order 
to prevent a potential mule monopoly in fish culture and the re'lcnue
generation it represents, it is recommended that the PPN strengthen efforts 
to include women in its activities. Womcn'5 cooper~tl~es should recci~e 
preferential treatment, and women should be recrultp.d for extension staff. 
Those act ivities which the Project has tJl~ncd for r::!~lc::ing · .... omen should 
likewise be implemented. 

http:icipa.ed
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B. Data Collection 

Knm'ilecI,{e of fish culture practices in Ilwanda al presenl is inc:ompletcj 
the PPN is in the process of identifying and rectifying inadequacies in this 
urea. 

Ndengejeho (1980, !lE..!. cit.!.), a sociologist ut the Nati onal Uni vers.i ty 
of Rwnnda, surveyed Rwandan attitudes toward the cultivation and consumption 
of fish before the project design phase. He reported wide-spread interest 
in fish both aw food and as elevage. No negative values were attached to 
either. Based on these results, the project was designed in good 
conscience. The interest in fish, as a consumption item first and a 
marketable one second, has since been subst.antiated in on-far.n interviews. 
Although Ndengejeho's survey was restricted to 4 communes - 2 in Butare and 
2 in G.ikongoro -- these results are valld as well in the 0 ther pre fcctures in 
which the PPN operates. Of the other conclusions advanced in the survey, 
the fo llowin({ have Ii kewise been substantiated by on-·farm interviews: lhere 
is "available" time which farme!'s are willing to devote to fish culture 
(ranging from a few hours em:h day to a few each week, these es t ima Lions 
still !'cpresent an important unknown in Rwanda); the!'e is a receptivity to 
extension agents and their messages; and there is food uvailQble for 
feeding. In contrast to the report, it has been found: farmers nre divided 
i~ their opinions of the relative merits of farming individually or 

ccope!'3tively (the report indicated strong support for cooperatives); labor 
1:.; not divided between men and women on the same pond) see discussion 
abvve); '.tirtually all f:.!r:ners !GlCW how to feed fish (the report c:i ted 
~tntC!llents ';:!lat fb!l ~:-mld subsist on "soil o.nd water"); and land is not 
readily available to farmers for pond construction in the marais (see 
discussion above). 

To provide the PPN with the basic socioeccnomic data to develop the 
content of the training and extension programs and ultimately to assess its 
progress and impact, a strategy was developed by t~e OAfl/H :mthropologi~t .in 
collaboration with the technical assistance team. Technical informat ion, 
such as pond dimensions, stocking rntes, yield, species type, etc. is 
collected on a regular basis by the moniteurs. It is reasoned that the 
record they keep of fish culture activities among their target farmers 
enables them to do their job better. It promotes !!Igniteur-farmer dialogue 
as well. The PPN is additionally keeping a record of the number of visits 
made by the ~:itEurs, the activities of the af{ronomes and other 
administratively necessary :info'ination. There was some question at first of 
the reliability of the reports which the technical assistance team was 
receiving; more recently, the team has called ~pparent inconsistencies to 
the attention of personnel and has worked with them in upgrading the quality 
of the reports. 

The second component of the data collection effort~as to bp undertaken 
by a Rwandan !;ociologist under the supervision of the OAH/R anthropologist. 
The latter !lad :nac!c thr~e fidd trips in In84 to collect pre-survey data and 
to field-test ~uestions. Initiation of the survey was delayed, however, 
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when the sociologist was no lon~er available and pending the formulation of 
1Ul alternative approach. The survey will be undcrtaken in March lOBfi, usinl! 
enumerat.ors from the ~Q..quet~ ~gricol~, and will b~ supervised by the OAR/R 
anthropologist. The objective of this survey is to provide information to 
the technicnl assis tance team on current fish cuI ture practices :wel farmer 
attitudes and preferences. The areas of inquiry include: species 
preferences, preferred characteristics ·in fish for consumption and sale, 
feeding and fertilizing practices, division of lubor, division of revenue, 
consumption habits, extension activities, pcr'ccpt.ion of cooperatives, and so 
forth. The results should be available in l\pril. These data will enable the 
I'PN to assess proffress in n~nchinf! its goals, and to be responsi ve to 
farmers' needs in the process. Engaging a Hwandan sociolo~ist and economist 
either full-time or part--time, us was recommended in t.he Pro.kct Paper, i~; 
not foreseen at this time. It is desirable, nonetheless, to follow the 
evolution of the PPN, especially its socioeconumic impHct., and it is 
recommended therefore that the Project Paper's approach be implemented. The 
eruployment of one Rwandan, a socioeconomist, should be adequale. 

c. Public Health Considerations 

An Initial Environmental Examination, completed concurrently with 
preparation of thc PID, recommended a more complete assessment of the 
project's potential environmental impacts, especially with regard to impacts 
on the heal th of fish farmers and PPN staff. An Environmenta 1 ,\ssessmen t 
(EA) was therefore completed in November 1980 and was attached 1:0 the PP. 
The EA concluded thal (n) the only sil!l1ificant henHh problem ·,.;hich could 
result from fish culture is-an increase in the incidence of schistosomiasis 
and malaria and (b) this potential increase could IH! either el iminllted or 
minimized if three basic recommendations were f:lllowed: 

rn iminat ion of vegetation extendinl! into the pond which would 
provide a br~eding ground for the schistosome-bearing snail; 

-- [nclusion of a snail-eatinlr species of fish in the ponds (I.e., the 
practice of po]yculture); nnd 

-- Pond moni tori nf! to assure t.ha t mosqui to 1 nrVde and snai 1 
populations remain low. 

The PP financial plan includes fundiDJl for two person-mont.hs of 
specialist servicec over the life of the project to provide 
environmental/public health monitoring. 

As discussed above in Section III.A.2, Technical Services, in August 
1983, Dr. Emi Ie Mnlek, a tropical medicine/health ~;peci3L ist from Tulane 
University, spent two weeks in Rwanda to study particularly the incidence of 
schistosomiasis in relation to fish culture. Dr. Malek examined a large, 
representative number of ponds in several prefectures; the snail species 
responsible for transmission of the disease was identified in some of the 
ponds. In his report "Impact of Fish Ponds on Pub lic Ilea lth in Rwanda wi th 
Specific f/eferenc(! to St:histosumiasis," Dr. Malek made four recommendations. 
The recommendations and the status of their implementation are summarized 
below: 

http:person-mont.hs
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1. Urine and fecal samples collected from all PPN extension staff nnd 
pond .... orkers should be collected and examined every six mort ths tIl identify 
infection with urinary and/or intestinal schistosomiasis. Infect.ed 
t~mployees would be treated. As first step, sterile spcc:imen container's were 
procured in the U.S. by Auburn University. The first set of samples has 
been coll(,cted from Kigembe Stat.ion personnel and is now heinl! wHllyz~~d at. 
the UNR medical laboratory. Results should be availab Ie momentarily. As a 
preventive meusure, all !!!oniteurs are pro;; ided with a pair of boots l:n weur 
in the pond. 

2. Pond management techniques to m:lO:UUlze snail infestation illld 

malaria larvae growth should be taught in all PPN training courses. Such 
techniques, including polyculture using both snail--eating fish and 
herbivorous fish to eliminate aquatic vegetation, deepening pond edges 1.0 
discoUrOI{e the growth of submergent veget.ation and the removal of grasses 
and other vegetation from the pond when not consumed by fish, are beinlr 
tauf!ht in tlw PP~ courses. Classroom instruction in these techniques is 
complemented by practical work in the ponds at the Kigembe Center and other 
sites. 

3. AU PPN training courses should include instruction in snail 
control and prevention measures. This is also being done; for example, pond 
inflows should be screened to prevent snails from entering the pond. In 

addition, the PPN trni ning staff has produced and published leaflets on 
preventive measures against both schistosomiasis and malaria within the 
context of fish culture. 

4. Samples of snails from ponds should be periodically coller:l;ed and 
examined for schistosome infestation. To date the !!!onitc!!rs have been 
taught to classify the incidence of snails in ponds but have not yet st~lI~t\·!l! 

to record their observations on their monthly evaluation forms. Tf a 
!!!onit~ur classifies a pond as having a hi~h incidence of snail infestation, 
he is charged wi th workiDp, closely with th~ fish far.ner(s) 1.0 iiJplt'lDl~nt pond 
management techniques and complementary control and preventive measun~s as 
discussed above. Samples of snails have not been co llec:ted pend i nl! lhe 
procurement of collection bottles and a microscope. In general, the 
moniteurs have not observed a significant incidence of snail .infestation in 
ponds, and consequently implementation of this recommenciut.ion is of a lower 
priority than other tasks. 

In the interest of continuing specialized monitorin~, Dr. Malek may 
return to Rwanda in 1985. 

U. ~utritional Aspects 

One of the ~oals of the project is to increase the availability of 
nutritious food for rural families in Rwanda. Indeed, this is the reason 
most often given by farmers thf'JRselves for practicin~ fish cu.lture. Given 
generally low recorded yields to date, however, the amount of fish in the 
diet of most Rwundans is ner!ligjble. Production will be monitored and fish 
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farmers will be periodically surveyed to ident ify the pat tern of thp 
distribution of the harvest. fr yiel(~ increase, will more fish be 
preserved'.' Will neighbors sell fish to one another? To encourage a more 
regular supply of fish for consumption by farm families, mulU -pond 
ownership is encouraged. If either a farmer or a cooperative manages 7--8 
small pone' , it is possible to harvest one pond per month thrOU1!hout the 
year. This would be an especially sound practice for a cooperative which 
:nay have access to greater areas of. land for pond cunstruction. 

The high nutritional value of fish and the need for incrensed anima1 
protein consumption in Rwanda ar1,Ue favorably for the application of manure 
and agricultural by-products in fish farming. This angle sho~'d be used by 
PPN staff in promoting increased feeding of fish ami ft:rti lization of 
ponds. Can the PPN demonstrate that fish farming offers a more efficient. 
and productive use of manures and feeds than other types of <1L!riculture':' 

E. Recommendations 

'rhe socioeconoI!lic impact of the project, barely discernable at prf!senL, 
wi.ll be revealed in the months remaining as two fundamental questions nre 
answered: 

~'ihat are the incrE>.mental costs to farmers of increasing inputs inlo 
fish culture? 

Is fish culture in Rwanda profitable? 

The prOI!ram of interventions of the Project is extending, and the 
people it trains will be judged successful or not on the basis of the 
answers to these questions. 

At this t:ime, the following recommendations are made: 

(1) data collection efforts should continue, ~gronomes' wId mo~ii~~rs' 
reports should be closely supervised for accurncy; 
(2) an effort should be made to work with women's fish culture 
cooperatives and women moniteurs shold be recruited for assignment to 
the PPN; 
(3) the allocation nnd use of the marais as they relate to fjsh 
culture should be monitored; 
(4) a Rwandan socioeconomist should be engaged by the Project to 
mon i tor impact; 
(5) the monitorinrc nnd control of snail and malaria larvae popUlations 
in fish ponds should be implemented in accordance with the 
recommendations in Malek's (l98~) report; 
(6) fish pond harvests should be staggered to more evenly distribute 
the supply of fish throughout the year. 
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I~conomic information and data on fish farming in Rwanda is seriously 
lacking. Records have not been kept on pond construction costs and the 
costs of fish production. In their feasibility study of fish culture in 
Rwanda (op. cit., December 1980), Schmidt and Vincke postulate that a 500 m2 
pond could provide a minimum gross return 0 f ('1lW 6,000 per year. 1'hf~Y 
further calculated that, by using family labor and agricultural wastes, the 
farm family could earn a minimum cash income of FRW 2,250/500m2 ponn and 
also consume 45 kilos of fish per year. Fish culture is also compared with 
a number of other agricul tural activities. A lthoul!h thei r calculat i nO!:; 
compare with results documented elsewhere, unfortunately they are not based 
on actual results in Rwanda. 

In light of the lack of harn economic information, it is incrensinlrly 
urgent that the PPN initiate data collection efforts on the fadors of fish 
productiun, inclucUng the costs of pond renovation, construction and 
maintenance. The identification of "model" far.uers should provide a 
dependable source of data. Moniteurs and ugronomes should be taught how 1:0 
collect and record such information and nata in the course of their 
refresher training. 

Si nee the project is focused on the estabUshment of a viable fish 
culture extension service, all research should have a direct application in 
mdension. The yield trials proposed by Or. nonald Phelps (consu1l:nnt from 
Auburn University in April 1984) represent a practical research response to 
questions raised in extension and will be launched at the Gitarama 7.onal 
fish station as soon as the renovations are completed within the next 4--6 
months. 

Ti lapias have been correctly selected as the best fish for extension 
in Rwanda. Although they have some limitations in cooler climates, they are 
hardy, disease-resistant, SpGWJJ naturally in private ponds and are 
appreciated by all consumers. Thus fish farmers can easily be taught all 
aspects of tilapia fanning; they can produce their own seed stock; and no 
specialized or expensive equipment is required. This is not the case with 
carp or catfish farming. Tilapia is an excellent fish to introduce fish 
husbandry to African farmers. 

The evaluation team observed four tilapia species: Tilapia macrochir, 
rendalli, mossambica and nilotica (recently introduced with seed stock from 
Auburn University). The T. mossambica is said to be a poor competitor and 
is slowly disappearing. The T. macrochir is known to be a slow grower and 
produces fewer offspring than either T. nilotica or T. rendalli. This 
observation should be confirmed, however, in the proposed yield trials. 
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Efforts should be concentrated on T.!-!!.lJ.Qt i<2!.! .. md T!._!:~~dQl1 i because 
of thei r reproductive capacity and nbi lity to ach].f!ve goud )1rowth on poor 
1~31ity feeds, including various leaves. The latter species is especinlly 
adept at feeding on leaves. Ini tial growth of l~!!l1Qti~a on ri ce hran at 
the Runyinya fish station offers promising results. Growth from 8 gm. to GO 
~. of individual wei{!ht in 55 <iuys has been reported; this equals an 
individual net daily gain of almost one' gram. 

The evaluation team recommends that i.Ipplied research be undertaken as 
soon as possible in private fanners' ponds ta test production of the three 
tilapin species in monocultures. Similar experiments can be initial(·~d in 
small ponds (3-4 ares) at either the Kigembe Center or one of the other 
zonal fish stations. This will permit the coLLection of some production 
data pending the initiation of the yield trials at the Gitarnma station. 
The following table summarizes this proposal. 

T~Qle 14. Proposed Applied Research on Tilapia Growth 

No. of Ponds 
Private Station Species nensit,Y S ttlmt~rdized tn~atment 

1. 4 2 T. macrochir 1/1. 5m2 Compost of feeding (both 
according to availab il ity) 

2. 4 2 T. ,endalli 1/1.5m2 " 
3. 4 2 'r. nilotica 1/ \.5m2 " 

Such preliminary studies will both permit the objective selection of 
a species (or species) for use in extension and provide !rood infonnation for 
the upcoming yield trials.rlThe compost and feeds should be chosen based on 
uvailnbility. All treatments should be standardized. In order to undertake 
this research in rural ponds, the PPN must seek the collaboration of private 
fish farmers who would only be asked to participate in feeding with the 
moniteur. All fish, compost and feeds should be furnished by the PPN. Fish 
harvests would belonf{ to the farmer. Since many fish ponds wi II be 
scheduled for harvesting within the next month or two, many should become 
available for these growth trials. The agronomes and moniteurs wou.ld be 
responsible for closely monitoring this research. Monthly snmples should be 
taken, and all ponds should have screened entry water. The ponds could also 
serve a dual purpose as model farmers' ponds for demonstrations. 

It is not within either the scope or competence of the PPN to 
undertake research on carp ,md catfish. Any fundamenta] resenrch or 
ichthyopathological studies, if indeed necessary, should be proposed for 
consideration by the AID-funded Collaborative Ilesearch Support Project w.ith 

~ the University. 
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IX. PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

All parties who are involved with the implementation of the PPN are 
unanimous that implementation progress has suffered from poor management. 
[n an effort to correct this situation -and to assure that the emphasis 
between now and the scheduled completion of the project in September 1987 is 
on quali ty and not quantity, the evaluation team has' mode two necessarily 
strong reconunendations which may be "hard to swallow" but which !:>hould be 
accepted: (1) to limit the PPN's geogruphic coverage for extension services 
at least in the near term, to six zones within five prefectures with the 
understcmding that over the long term the GOR can gradually expand the PPN's 
to the remaining five prefectures and (2) to schedule another internal 
evaluation of the project before January 1986 to determine if dose 
collaboration among the interested parties has been established and 
management improvements have been realized. 

To a certain extent, all the interested parties can be faulted with 
poor project management. The situation with regard to the parties who are 
directly involved with the implementation of the project - i.e., the Project 
[)irector, the technical assistance team and their counterparts, the 
~gronomes and the moniteurs - has been discussed in the preceding sections 
of this report. The fol.1owinS{ sections address the status of proJect 
management from the pers!,ective of the parties who are involved with thi-! 
implementation or' the project in a supervisor! capacity - i.e., Arn"OAll/fl, 
the GOR Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Forestry. and Auburn 
Un i 'Jersi ty. . 

B. AID-oAR/R 

Given the number of pro,jects in its program portfolio and the relative 
complexity of several of them, including the Fish Culture project, OAH/ll is 
too thinly staffed to provide intensive project manngc>.ment and mcmi torin/{. 
Staff arrivals and departures invariably also result in loss of management 
continuity. The project has suffered from both constraints; within the past 
two and a half years, the project bas been managed by three different 
officeJ's: a Project Development Officer, followed by an Assistant 
Agricultural Officer and now by a Project Development/Program Officer. 
Back-up support on programmatic questions is provided by the AID 
Representative and on technical questions by the Agricultural Development 
Officer. The project manager prepares and/or clears all implementing 
documents and also monitors the financial status of the project with reports 
and records kept by AID/Washington for managt>...ment of the Auburn contract and 
the Regional Financial Management Center (Nairobi) for non-contract 
transactions. A full set of project files is maintained, thouf{h the 
evaluation team found that documents have been often misfiled by either 
subject matter or date. It 1s suggested that the project manager reorder 
the files and then closely monitor all filing of correspondence, AID 
documents, project reports, etc. 
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[n the optnlon of the evaluation team, poor project mana,rPlDent. in 
;{l'fwr:tl has been mOl:l1 ~~eriously reflected in the 1 ad. of accl"!pt:ab [,.! nnd 
approved annual work plans which in turn has adversely effected the timely 
receipl of periodic advances for 10(:a1 costs. Tn the latter CLlS\:! AID's 
documentation requirements E.'ld procedures have been explained to the Project 
Director, and it is hoped that a regUlar schedule for reque::;tin,~ an advancl'! 
every two months to cover estimated expenses over three months has b(·~en 

est.ablished and will be maintained. The stalemate concern.inl{ approval of 
the InB4 work plan has just now been satisfactorily resolved. One of the 
first opportunities to evidence closer collaboration among t.he Pn1jPcl: 
Director, the technical assistance te:1Ill and the OARln will be the timely 
preparation, review and approva] of the Hl85 work plan. The (!vH/uatillCl t.i'um 
has mnde recommendations concerning the content of the work plan nnd 

procedures for its review ancl approval. In any case, Ot\ll/Il mus I take n iTluch 
stronger role in project management to assure that quest ions are rOl iSI!d and 
allswered, misunderstandings are ironed oul; \lncl hath written ;Hid oral 
cOlDIJlunicat i.ons are frequent and constructive. This may requi re rp.l~uJ arly 
scheduled meetinJ{s of the oARln with the Pro,ject Direcl.or and lht! Team 
Leader of the lechnical ass is tance team and also of the PPN Manlll~emen t. 
Committee. rn the interest of $tron~er and sound project mnmll{l'ment., iJll! 
OAR/n should take the lead in calling such meetings. 

The evaluation team was never completely comfortable with m·:planulions 
concerning the relationship of the PPN to the MINAGRI. Pureaucratic 
channels, including lines of authority, transmission of documents, rpquired 
clenrances for documentation, etc., should be clarified. Once clarified, 
the relationship .,ncl procedures should he followed by all par·tips withoul 
except ion. More speci fically, the Project Director should not bypnss the 
~ l~JAGIlT D i rc!ctor of Fisherif!s and ft'ish Gul turp. to discuss and/or resolve 
implementation issues with the senior and highest levels of the ~inistry's 
staff. This has resulted not. only in misunders tandings and frus l ra lions but: 
also i.n a weakening of the MINAGnI's capability to provide effective and 
efficient backstopping to the PPN. 

D. Auburn University 

oAR/n is satisfier! with Auburn's management of the I ~ntract. flecrui~ 
ment and assignment of the technical assistance team was w'lll-handled and 
timely. Likewise Auburn has responded we 11 to requests f( r the short-ler.n 
specialists. The campus-based project manager visits RwanJa at least once a 
year; lhe two visits lo datt! have lwen very well rpceivpd under ltw 
contract, the OAR/n project mana~er recently requp.sted Auburn to send copies 
of its periodic fimmcinl reports which nre submitted to AIn/W to draw down 
thp Lf!tter of Crr.di t. Auburn wi llingly complll!d with this request. 
Hesponse-tirne to direct· relay telel~rilms and to ~:onllnunicilliIlfW throlll~h :\TD/'~ 
is nlso :mlis factory. 



DRAfT COURSE OUTLnm FOR A TRAINING PROGRAM FOR AGHOtoIRS 

1'0 be offered in collaboration with the Nationa.1 University of IlwancJu. 

1. 

1.1 
1 'l 

1.3 
1.4 
1.5 
1.fi 
1.7 
1.8 

2. 

2.1n 
.., <) _.-
2.3 
2.4 
2.5 
:!.6 
2.7 

2.8 
2_!J 

TIlE AGRONOME AS AGENT OF DEVELOPMENT 

The rural milieu - methods of approaching the farmer 
Soc:iO" "cultura 1 factors 
Regional factors favorable towards innovation 
Hole and function of the Agronome - setting a l!ood exruuplo 
Extension methods - Animation 
Usc of visual aids in extension 
Communications in extension 
Organization emd supervision of extension agents 

TIlE AGRONOME AS MANAGER 

Personal organization - use of time 
Organi,mt ion of workers 
Organization of production and commercialization 
Preparation of a budget 
General management - inputs, outputs 
Production e~onomics - "pri:< de reviens" 
Cost estimating - for construction projects - man-days of labor, 

materials, etc. 
Documentation - reports 
Attitude towards work -- professionnlisID, leadership and setting a !~oocJ 

example 

3. TECHINICAL PROBLEMS IN RURAl. FI~ILCULTlJl!E DEVET.OPMEN1' IN RWANDA 

3.1 Intensive Tilapia fingerling production method 
3.2 Evaluation of rural fish farming 
3.3 Manipulation of fish 
3.4 Fish feeds and pond fertilization 
3.5 Analysis of pond harvest results 
3.6 Fish farming economics - costs of construction, pond renovation, 
finger linff 

production, commercial fish production. 
3.7 Pond renovation, construction, cement work and surveying 



Tilapianoilotica fingerling production as practiced in the Ivory Coast, 1984 

1. Spawninff Pond- 12.5 ares - stocked with fir. brood stock/are at 1 male: :1 
females (17 M: 5IF/~c). 

Fingerlihg growing ponds - 6 ponds of 6 ares each 

- You need 1 are of spnwning ponLl to 4 ares of growing [lonels 
<) 

- Fingerlings are stocked at 50 to 100/m~ 

- All fish (broods and fry) are fed at 6~ of their estimated total hody 
weight at least twice daily 

-. Feed -. 23:'0 Prote.in - composed of 70:'0 rice brnn, 2a:,~ cot tonseed ('ake 
(or peanut cake) and 10:'0 fish meal 

.- The feed is finely l!round and distributed around the \~n~·. i re pond 

tl. Management 

-. Fry are seined from the brood pond 15 days after the broods were 
stocked. A very fine '!!~~h net is used. Three or 4 ~I.!~~~ are made 
through the pond and nl] froy are transferred to the growinf{ ponds. 
fi'i:;h are always carded in huckets of water! ,\ t~l!:al weiuh~: is mnde 
nnd a sub··snmplf~ is Weil{hed and counb!d. The nver·D;~(: wei/!!lt and lhl! 
total number of fry can be extrapolated. 

- The feeding is thf'n recalculated and increused. 
- After the first seining, the brood pond is seined every 15 days . 
.. The brood pond is harvested and drained after 5 months. 

5. Production - 70 fry/are/day or 25,550/are/year 

n. Tnrii vi dual costs - "Prix de Reviens" _. 7 CFA/f.ingerlin~I of 50z (':l 
:nonths old). Costs i.nclude feed and labor - 1 
nightwatchman, 2 laborers, and one head laborer. 

7. Production f1ffi.1rE',!s include the total area used: 

1 brood pond of 12,5 ures 
6 Fingerling ponds of 6 ares each = 36 ares. 



.\NNEX r: 

StMWlY SOCIORCOl«I4IC DATA COLLRC'l'lID IN nmmVIBWS WITH FAHMKRS, ~NI'l'RtJIlS 
AND AGROlD4BS - 1984 

1. Consumption vs snle of fish; % of tbtal farm income derived from sale 
of fish; uses for revenue deri. veri from s:tle of fLsh: 

75% of harvest is consumed 
remainder is so lrl for 100 It''Rw/kJC; sold for 40 Frlw/piece 
revenu from the sale of fish represents a very small ~ of tobl 
farm income 
increased (potcnti al) income from fish would be used for a 1!1'{~nt 
many things: home repairs, food purchases, in case of illness, 
vehicle purchase 
small ~ of harvest is preserved, hy grill ing, I!rinding, and then 
drying the flour 

2. Number of "lsi!:s :uade by the moni teur, and thei r duration: 

twice/month; farmers report durations of 30 minutes to I hour .. 
mo~it~urs report Juration of 1 hour to 1/2 day 

3. Division of labor by sex; hired labor; availability of labor; 

mostly ::len pr3ctice fish cul ture, but there m'2 (,.mmen's 
cooperative groups involved in fish culture 
women do flO t ' .... ork on the ponds be long.int! to men 
lnhorers can be hired for 120 FRw/R hr day 
family farm labor is least available during the beginning of the 
rainy season, and is most available during July and August; people 
are busiest in July and I\UJ~St., culti.vating the ;l1urais 

4. Farmer receptivity to' extension; extent of farmer sensibilization: 

manalJement of ponds stocked by the project is aood 
agro. report: there is some mistrust of moniteurs among farmer"~, 
but most farmers nre receptive to the extension effort 
moniteur report: farmers follow moniteur's recommendations 
f~r.ner report: more moniteur visits an! desirable, as ,u'c more 

0:1 materials; .if fish culture technology increased yield, farmers 
~'lOuld devote :nure time to practicing fish cuI ture; farmers wi 11 
experiment with new technique'':; 
monitcur report: :noniteurs :nU!;t adapt themselves to the needs of 
the farmer; moniteurs must \'/ork cooperatively with administrators 

5. reeding and fertilizing fish: 

all farmers contacted Im()~ how to feed fish, but uverage feedinl! 
is once/1-2 wcek~ 
leaves of colocas, cubbar!e, sweet potatoes, and bnnann are fed to 
fish 
farmers claIm to feed fish 1-2 times/week; monit-eurs report 
once/1-2 weeks 
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Ii ttle fertilization practiced; animal fertilizer used on fields 
-:'~crcasin!-!.ly compost is added to the pc!!d 

6. Individual vs collective ponds 

mixed opinions: most reports emphasize the difficulty of working in 
groups, the freedom of working alone: some reports that, "in 
pr-int:i.ple, it is better to wor!{ as a member :If a cc:c:pcr:lt.ivc. 
cooperative members ~;pe01k of sanctions against those memhers of tht~ 
r.oop who fail to do their share; accordingly, the c,>op ;..;c;i'\,s well 

7. Farmer perception of problems: 

lack of fin~erllng 
difficulty in transporting fingerling 
not cnouu!:: ::onlteurs 
distance of pond from house is too great 
no knowledge of drainage techniques and other Cllrrcnt technologies 
di fficulty 1 n transporting fish to markpt 

8. Moniteur perception of project goals: 

to improve pond technology 
t:o improve mrmngement of pond 
to increase yield 

9. Reasons for practicing fish culture: 

farmer: belief in the profitability of fish culture 
ft~h iz nutritious food 
government promotes fish culture 
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